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Abstract

Correctly coordinating access to cloud resources across concurrent cloud software components is essential to ensure that they satisfy user and system requirements and avoid operational faults and deadlocks. Cloud systems must be able to self-adapt to changes at run time without interruption. Traditional approaches do not separate the code of component computations from their coordination, making it difficult to debug and maintain. Changes in coordination policies require reprogramming the components and affecting other components interacting with them. This Ph.D. thesis aims to ensure that concurrent cloud application entities have the correct access to cloud resources through three main contributions:

- **NaturalBIP**—a pseudo-natural language for specifying functional requirements. This language is defined through an ontology-driven specification approach. This ontology precisely defines concepts and their relationships in a specific domain. Then, the specifications are written in pseudo-natural templates with placeholders restricted by ontology concepts.

- **NaturalBIP Compiler**—a compiler to analyze and translate the specifications written in NaturalBIP language into JavaBIP artifacts (i.e., JavaBIP GlueBuilder, data transfers, and safety properties) and BIP connectors.

- An extension of OCCIware with coordination capabilities using JavaBIP. The Finite State Machine (FSM) specification in OCCIware design is used to specify the component’s behavior. Then, the coordination between them is established by JavaBIP generated using the NaturalBIP Compiler. The BIP model is computed from the BIP connectors and the configuration model to verify the deadlock-free property using iFinder, a tool for the compositional detection of deadlocks at design time.

With these contributions, I provide a toolchain to develop correct-by-construction self-adaptive cloud applications and conclude this thesis by presenting future perspectives to improve this work.
Résumé

Il est essentiel de coordonner correctement l’accès aux ressources cloud entre les composants logiciels cloud simultanés pour s’assurer qu’ils satisfont aux exigences des utilisateurs et du système et éviter les pannes opérationnelles et les blocages. Les systèmes cloud doivent être capables de s’adapter aux changements au moment de l’exécution sans interruption. Les approches traditionnelles ne séparent pas le code des calculs des composants de leur coordination, ce qui rend difficile le débogage et la maintenance. Les changements dans les politiques de coordination nécessitent de reprogrammer les composants et d’affecter d’autres composants en interaction avec eux. Cette thèse de doctorat vise à s’assurer que les entités applicatives cloud concurrentes ont le bon accès aux ressources cloud à travers trois contributions principales :

- **NaturalBIP** — un langage pseudo-naturel pour spécifier les exigences fonctionnelles. Ce langage est défini par une approche de spécification basée sur l’ontologie. Cette ontologie définit précisément les concepts et leurs relations dans un domaine spécifique. Ensuite, les spécifications sont écrites dans des modèles pseudo-naturels avec des espaces réservés limités par des concepts d’ontologie.

- **NaturalBIP Compiler** — un compilateur pour analyser et traduire les spécifications écrites en langage NaturalBIP en artefacts JavaBIP (c’est-à-dire JavaBIP GlueBuilder, transferts de données et propriétés de sécurité) et connecteurs BIP.

- Une extension d’OCCIware avec des capacités de coordination utilisant JavaBIP. La spécification Finite State Machine (FSM) dans la conception OCCIware est utilisée pour spécifier le comportement du composant. Ensuite, la coordination entre eux est établie par JavaBIP généré à l’aide du compilateur NaturalBIP. Le modèle BIP est calculé à partir des connecteurs BIP et du modèle de configuration pour vérifier la propriété sans blocage à l’aide d’iFinder, un outil de détection compositionnelle des blocages au moment de la conception.

Avec ces contributions, je propose une chaîne d’outils pour développer des applications cloud auto-adaptatives correctes par construction et conclus cette thèse en présentant des perspectives futures pour améliorer ce travail.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

As modern software systems, cloud applications are inherently concurrent. Their components run simultaneously and share access to resources such as virtual machines, application servers, or database managers. The cloud applications need to be monitored correctly at run time, and adaptations may be performed following the changes in available resources. When cloud applications run, there is little control over their resource use. The applications must be able to dynamically adapt their behaviors to the changes in cloud resource availability. Correct coordination of resource access between concurrent entities of cloud applications is critical for meeting user and system requirements while avoiding operational faults and deadlocks. Cloud applications are self-adaptive by nature, especially when users use resources in a pay-as-you-go manner. Self-adaptive systems [105] are capable of adjusting their behavior to satisfy the expected objectives. A self-adaptive system continuously monitors itself to deal with unforeseen circumstances, such as changes in the system environment, system failures, new requirements, or requirements priority changes [116]. Continuously monitoring and assessing the correctness of cloud systems is not trivial in the context of the application’s evolution.

In traditional development, the code coordinating entities’ access to available resources is interleaved with software components’ business functionality. This complicates application maintenance when facing policy changes. Although maintenance can be supported by change impact analysis [82, 111, 112], this process takes time and effort. Exogenous models and languages [32] were introduced to deal with this problem. The exogenous approach distinctly separates computation and coordination code. This separation enhances the reusability of components. The advantages of exogenous coordination are supporting and permitting verification techniques to compute components’ code and dependencies between them [25].
System errors found at the late phase of the development process are widespread and might cause enormous consequences in deployment. Fixing these errors frequently or rebuilding the system can be costly and time-consuming. Furthermore, during an application’s life cycle, several versions with new features are officially released, or the coordination between cloud components may change according to changing requirements from users and the system. Therefore, early error detection of system requirements and fixing them is essential in cloud development.

A method for dealing with this issue is the correct-by-construction (CbyC) approach, a combination of formal methods and incremental developments. In CbyC development, developers create a formal model from the requirements. Based on this model, developers can prove the requirements’ consistency and correctness. This approach’s advantage is detecting system errors and correcting them early. Hence, minimizing the potential system errors in the implementation phase. Figure 1.1 presents the process for developing correct-by-construction self-adaptive cloud applications. In particular, when designing cloud applications, designers provide a high-level abstract model (i.e., the formal model) of the system. The formal model is analyzed to verify its functionality’s correctness through a verification tool, which applies various techniques such as theorem proving or model checking. Then, the verified design is used as a stable foundation for implementing cloud applications. Unfortunately, cloud developers lack an easy-to-use framework supporting the correct-by-construction design of self-adaptive cloud applications.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to provide developers with methodologies and tools to ensure that concurrent cloud application entities access cloud resources correctly.

Learning to develop cloud applications using correct-by-construction development methodologies is challenging for cloud designers unfamiliar with formal methods. The first objective is to provide cloud designers with means to write unambiguous specifications.
of the system functionalities. These specifications can be used to validate the system requirements and design using correct-by-construction techniques.

To this end, I address the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How do we provide designers with means to write functional specifications in a language that is easy to learn and use?

- **RQ2**: How can these specifications be used to validate the safety properties of the target system?

The second objective is to provide tool support for an end-to-end development flow from specifications to run time enforcement of safety properties. To reach this objective, we address the following research questions:

- **RQ3**: How to support cloud designers with means to write a high-level abstract design of a cloud application graphically?
  More concretely, cloud designers should be able to describe types of behaviors and define behavioral constraints through specifications written in an easy-to-use language.

- **RQ4**: How to effectively adapt to the change in both the design and implementation phases?

## 1.3 Contributions

This dissertation presents a methodology to design and implement correct-by-construction self-adaptive cloud applications. Figure 1.2 provides an overview of our contributions.

In Chapter 3, we address **RQ1** by proposing NaturalBIP, a pseudo-natural language for specifying functional requirements. This language supports cloud designers in writing unambiguous specifications of system functionalities. To address the **RQ2**, we provide NaturalBIP Compiler, a tool taking the specification written in NaturalBIP language as the input to generate:

- a formal model, which is used as the input for an appropriate tool to ensure that the target system operates safely, and

- Java classes with empty functions and JavaBIP annotations. In particular, each generated Java class represents a component in the OCCIware design. Then, developers write those functions to complete the component’s functionalities.

In Chapter 4, we address **RQ3** by extending the OCCIware implementation with the exogenous coordination capability. OCCIware Studio is an OCCI model-driven tool built
Introduction

Figure 1.2: The overview of our contributions

around the OCCIware metamodel for designing, verifying, and implementing everything as a service. We start by defining some concepts in the OCCIware framework to write the specification in NaturalBIP language and specify the possible events occurring at run time. We also provide a mechanism to select some specifications within the list of available ones to achieve the customers’ current demand. Following the exogenous approach, the computation code of components is independent of the coordination code generated from the selected specifications. By providing a mechanism for selecting policies and generating the corresponding implementation through NaturalBIP Compiler, we help developers quickly update the design and implementation, hence contributing toward answering RQ4.

1.4 List of Tools and Language

During this thesis, I developed tools and a language to reach the above objectives:

- NaturalBIP is a language to write the specification of functional requirements in a pseudo-natural manner.

- OCCIwareBIP Studio [8] is a platform that supports developers in creating high-level abstract designs of self-adaptive cloud applications.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.

- NaturalBIP Compiler [7] is a compiler for analyzing and parsing the requirements written in the NaturalBIP language to generate JavaBIP artifacts and BIP connectors.

- GeneratingBIPFile [2] is an implementation of the algorithm (see Section 4.3.2) that computes the BIP model from the BIP connectors and the configuration model.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.

- We begin by surveying the literature on methodologies, tools, and frameworks for developing correct-by-construction self-adaptive cloud applications in Chapter 2. Based on the survey, we suggest directions to achieve our main objective.

- In Chapter 3, we propose the NaturalBIP language for writing specifications of functional requirements in a pseudo-natural manner. We introduce an ontology-driven specification approach to restrict the specification to terms an ontology defines. The ontology provides precise concepts and the relationships between them in the domain of the system under design. This ontology is a part of an architecture to employ textual templates for the specifications. The specifications written in these templates can be formalized and verified. We also present the process used by our tool—NaturalBIP Compiler—to generate JavaBIP artifacts and BIP connectors from the design with the selected specifications.

- In Chapter 4, we present the OCCIwareBIP framework. This framework supports cloud developers in creating a high-level abstraction design of a cloud application graphically. To write cloud applications specification using the NaturalBIP language, we define a domain-specific ontology for cloud applications to express specifications from the cloud domain by mapping concepts in the OCCIware metamodel to classes in our proposed behavior ontology. After that, a configuration model is created based on the OCCIwareBIP design. From the configuration model and the OCCIwareBIP design, we propose an algorithm to generate the corresponding BIP model and the instruction for computing the system’s invariant using an appropriate tool. The user then defines linear safety properties to be proven. Together with the generated instruction and BIP model, they form the input of iFinder to verify whether these properties hold and whether the design is free from deadlocks.

- In Chapter 5, we present the experimental validation of our toolchain on the example of Heroku Deployer—a microservice to deploy Web applications/microservices on Heroku automatically.
• We conclude the thesis in Chapter 6 with an overview of the contributions and a discussion of the perspectives for future work.
Chapter 2

State of the Art

In this chapter, we review the context of the research question stated in the chapter Introduction and related issues. The chapter is organized as follows. The main concept of self-adaptive cloud applications and cloud resource management are introduced in Section 2.1. We discuss the principles and techniques to build correct cloud applications in Section 2.2. We introduce the existing component-based frameworks and tools supporting the thesis in Section 2.3. Finally, we finish the chapter with a discussion of the approaches presented in Section 2.4.

2.1 Self-adaptive Cloud Applications

In the software domain, a self-adaptive system adapts itself to the changes in the environment or system policies. This system can self-configure, self-optimize, self-protect, or self-recover [113].

- **Self-configuration.** Components automatically adjust to environmental changes caused by policy changes, such as adding a new component or removing some existing components. This adaptation helps to ensure the performance of the target system.

- **Self-optimization.** Components can self-optimize resource access in response to changing workloads. This improves the performance of resource usage.

- **Self-protection.** This is the mechanism to detect undesired behaviors (e.g., unauthorized access, denial-of-service attacks) and performs appropriate actions to reduce vulnerability.

- **Self-recovery.** When system malfunctions are detected, the related components perform actions to correct the system without disrupting other components.
In our work, we consider two attributes: self-configuration and self-optimization, to develop a self-adaptive cloud application. Once the application is deployed, resource usage and requirements control are limited. It is necessary to safely manage the resources at run time by adapting entities’ behaviors in reaction to resource availability changes. Components of cloud applications interact through cloud resources such as virtual machines, networks, storage, application servers, database managers, middleware services, etc. Thereby, cloud resource sharing can lead to cloud resource contention, such as deadlocks, starvation, and race conditions.

- A deadlock is a situation in which two or more components are waiting for each other to perform an action, but none can proceed because they are waiting on the other. This can result in a standstill, where the system becomes stuck and unable to progress.

- Starvation is a situation in which a component or process is prevented from making progress because other components or processes constantly block it. This can result in the component or process being unable to access the resources it needs to complete its work.

- A race condition is a situation in which the outcome of a computation depends on the order in which multiple components or processes access shared resources. This can result in unpredictable and inconsistent behavior in the system.

Several approaches can be used to address coordination issues, including using synchronization mechanisms such as mutex and semaphores to control access to shared resources.

- Mutex (mutual exclusion) is a synchronization mechanism that allows only one component or process to access a shared resource at a time. This mechanism can prevent data/state corruption by ensuring that only one component or process can access the resource at any time.

- Semaphore is a synchronization mechanism that allows multiple components or processes to access a shared resource but limits the number of components or processes that can access the resource simultaneously. This mechanism can ensure that resources are used correctly by limiting the number of components or processes that can access the resource simultaneously.

While these synchronization mechanisms can effectively address coordination issues, they also have limitations. For example, using mutex and semaphore can introduce overhead and complexity into the system and may not be appropriate for all types of systems or situations. Additionally, these mechanisms may not always be sufficient to prevent all coordination issues from occurring.
2.1 Self-adaptive Cloud Applications

2.1.1 Standards for Managing Cloud Resources

In recent years, cloud computing has become the preferred delivery model for computing resources [23]. Cloud developers can manage the resource using a cloud resource management application programming interface (CRM-API) [91].

Several APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) are available for cloud resource management, depending on each cloud platform. Some common cloud platforms and the APIs they offer for resource management include:

- Amazon Web Services (AWS): AWS offers a variety of APIs for managing resources on its cloud platform, including the AWS Management Console, the AWS Command Line Interface (CLI), and the AWS SDKs (Software Development Kits).

- Microsoft Azure: Azure offers some APIs for managing resources on its cloud platform, including the Azure Portal, the Azure CLI (Command Line Interface), and the Azure SDKs.

- Google Cloud Platform: Google Cloud offers several APIs for managing resources on its platform, including the Google Cloud Console, the Cloud SDK (Software Development Kit), and the Cloud Client Libraries.

- IBM Cloud: IBM Cloud offers some APIs for managing resources on its platform, including the IBM Cloud Console, the IBM Cloud CLI (Command Line Interface), and the IBM Cloud SDKs.

- Heroku is a cloud platform that enables developers to build, run, and scale applications. It offers several APIs that can be used to manage resources on the platform, including Heroku Platform API, Heroku Connect API, Heroku Builds API, etc.

These APIs allow users to programmatically manage resources such as compute instances, virtual machines, storage, networking, and databases. However, each cloud provider proposes a CRM-API with different concepts and architectures. Therefore, the provision and management of cloud resources face problems such as compatibility while constructing multi-cloud systems with CRM-API and the flexibility of cloud management applications [132]. Several cloud computing standards have been developed to address these issues.

---

1 https://aws.amazon.com/
2 https://azure.microsoft.com/
3 https://cloud.google.com/
4 https://www.ibm.com/cloud
5 https://www.heroku.com/
CIMI. The Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF)\(^6\) provides Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) standard [54], which focuses on managing Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) resource life-cycle by defining a RESTful (REpresentational State Transfer) API.

OVF. Open Virtualization Format (OVF) [9] is another standard provided by the DMTF for packaging and describing software appliances running in virtual machines. The OVF package contains one XML file describing hardware and network configuration, disk images, etc.

CAMP. Cloud Application Management for Platforms (CAMP) is a standard for managing Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) resources, provided by Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS)\(^7\). CAMP specifies operations such as administration, monitoring tasks, and life-cycle management [84].

OCCI. Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) is an open standard proposed for managing cloud resources [18] from the Open Grid Forum (OGF)\(^8\). While CIMI, OVF, and CAMP address a specific resource model (i.e., IaaS or PaaS), OCCI manages all the above cloud resources by providing a RESTful API. Thus, cloud developers can specify cloud providers using OCCI Core Model [93]—a resource-oriented model based on OCCI. The OCCI Core Model can be extended for specific purposes and accessed via a REST API [64].

TOSCA. Besides OCCI, the OASIS’s Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [34, 48] is a standard for describing the topology or architecture of cloud applications. TOSCA provides a language for expressing cloud applications/services and their relations (i.e., topology). The language can also describe the operations of such applications/services independently of the cloud providers (i.e., the orchestration). The advantage of TOSCA is allowing cloud designers to manage cloud resources from different providers interoperably. While TOSCA focuses on providing a description language, OCCI provides an API for managing cloud resources.

2.1.2 Frameworks for Managing Cloud Resources

Various frameworks have been developed based on cloud standards and language to provide a unified API for managing cloud resources across multi-cloud services.

\(^6\)https://www.dmtf.org/  
\(^7\)https://www.oasis-open.org/  
\(^8\)https://www.ogf.org/ogf/doku.php
2.1 Self-adaptive Cloud Applications

Frameworks relying on the OCCI standard. Some frameworks that support managing OCCI resources have been provided. For example, rOCCI [12], pySSF [13] and pyOCNI [10], OCCI4Java [11], and erocci [5] are implementations relying on Ruby, Python, Java, and Erlang, respectively. Although the OCCI standard supports all cloud resources, these frameworks support a specific resource model, mainly IaaS. By contrast, OCCIware is a model-driven vision for managing Everything as a Service (XaaS) [106, 132]. It enables modeling any type of resource by providing capabilities to design, validate, implement, deploy, and manage XaaS using OCCI.

Similar to the OCCIware metamodel, CompatibleOne Resource Description System (CORDS) [130] describes cloud applications on top of the OCCI standard. This model can describe IaaS and PaaS resources or be extended as domain-specific models for managing the resources [128]. The Advanced Capabilities for CORDS (ACCORDS) platform executes CORDS models for describing and validating user requirements, managing provision plans, and delivering cloud services.

Frameworks relying on the TOSCA standard. Several research and frameworks have been proposed to exploit the TOSCA standard, such as Cloudify [3], Alien4Cloud [1], TosKer [42], TOSCAMP [17], OpenTOSCA [33], TOSCA Studio [48] TORCH [123], etc.

- Cloudify [3] and Alien4Cloud [1] provide their own proprietary Domain-Specific Language (DSL) based on TOSCA for modeling and deploying cloud applications. However, providing new DSLs with constraints makes templates not portable to various frameworks.

- By separating the definition of cloud applications and containers, TosKer [42] allows flexibly managing cloud systems consisting of containers and running applications. On the other hand, the separation also increases the complexity of the usage.

- TOSCAMP [17] is the combination of TOSCA and CAMP for orchestrating multi-cloud applications using policies. Cloud designers must declare both deploying applications and policies to ensure those policies are applied.

- OpenTOSCA [33] is a platform for deploying and managing TOSCA-modeled cloud applications. It converts TOSCA descriptions into executable actions and sends these actions to the cloud through the corresponding API.

- TOSCA Studio [48] is a model-driven cloud orchestration framework based on the combination of TOSCA and OCCI. This framework maps the TOSCA-based description into the OCCI meta-model through Ecore meta-modeling. However, when TOSCA updates a new resource type, mapping it into OCCI is a challenge.
• TORCH [123] converts the TOSCA model of the application into the BPMN workflow and dataflow models. These models specify the operations that can be executed using the BPMN engine. By separating the provisioning workflow from the invocation of the cloud services enforcing the provisioning, it takes the benefits of maintainability and scalability.

Other frameworks. Deltacloud [4] is an implementation of the CIMI standard. It contains API servers and drivers for several cloud providers. Deltacloud supports constructing an interoperable solution by wrapping several clouds using the corresponding driver. However, it has been retired since 2015.

Claudia [114] is a service management system that allows deploying and scaling services automatically based on the infrastructure and service status. Claudia defines these services using the Service Description File (SDF), whose syntax is based on the OVF standard. ASCETiC [62] is an open architecture proposed in the homonymous EU project to optimize energy cost-effectiveness in multi-cloud. It uses the OVF specification to express information about deploying Virtual Machines on IaaS providers.

CloudML [41, 63] allows describing cloud services and application components in provisioning cloud resources. However, CloudML is just a language to specify the deployment and management concerns by textual syntax. ClOud sOlution design tooL (COOL) [98] supports cloud developers in the design of cloud architectures from high-level requirements. The COOL architectures can be specified using CloudML and deployed via OCCIware.

In this thesis, we choose OCCIware because it supports managing Everything as a Service (XaaS). The OCCIware provides a means for specifying the behaviors associated with OCCIware entities as a Finite State Machine (FSM). These FSM specifications are already available for cloud infrastructure elements such as virtual machines, networks, and storage and the cloud applications elements such as databases. The specifications make it possible to guide the deployment of cloud applications based on available cloud resources. While such FSMs in the OCCIware models can be leveraged to monitor and coordinate the activities of the corresponding entities, there are currently no such mechanisms available.

2.1.3 OCCIware

Our OCCIwareBIP framework (see Chapter 4) relies on OCCIware [132]—an OCCI-based model-driven cloud resource management framework. This framework allows cloud architects to construct cloud computing modeling frameworks that target specific cloud domains, such as infrastructure management, elasticity management, etc. Using a simple resource-oriented metamodel can deal with any kind of resource-based software. It also
drastically reduces development time by supporting the *Models@run.time* approach [35] and code generation [106]. In the development phase, the OCCIware approach relies on model-driven engineering (MDE), which allows for raising the abstraction level of a system as a model adhering to a metamodel defines the modeling language. The OCCIware approach consists of (i) *OCCIware Studio* (yellow boxes) and (ii) *OCCIware Runtime* (purple boxes), as shown in Figure 2.1.

**Figure 2.1:** The overview of OCCIware—a model-driven vision to manage Everything as a Service

**OCCIware Studio.** OCCIware Studio is built on top of Eclipse to provide a means to design the resource of cloud applications (i.e., OCCIware design). The OCCIware design can be represented both textually and graphically to describe components conforming to *OCCIware Metamodel* concepts (Figure 2.2) and the system’s constraints.
Link, Entity, Kind, Mixin, Action, Category, and Attribute are eight OCCI core concepts colored in gray. Resource is the center of the OCCI Core Model, and it owns a set of links, which describe the relationship between two resources. Entity is an abstract concept and is typed by a Kind and could be annotated by several Mixin instances. While Kind indicates the immutable type of the OCCI entity, Mixin represents cross-cutting attributes and actions that can be added to an OCCI entity. A Kind or Mixin contains a set of actions describing specific behaviors. Kind, Mixin, and Action inherit from Category to identify themselves uniquely by using a scheme and a term and owning a set of attributes. The remaining classes can be found in [132].

![Figure 2.2: Ecore diagram of OCCIware Metamodel](image)

After creating a OCCIware design, developers can trigger the generation process to generate a set of Extension Tooling artifacts, including Documents, Formal Specifications, Extension Connectors, etc. Extension Connectors are Java classes containing templates for the necessary business code of the extension’s components. Developers then complete these templates to maintain the synchronization between the designed configurations and running ones on the OCCIware Runtime.

On the cloud developers' side, they can create a configuration model conforming to the OCCIware Metamodel and depending on OCCIware design. To deploy and manage this configuration model in the cloud, applications send OCCI HTTP requests to the OCCIware Runtime extended with the deployed Extension Connector. OCCIware toolchain supports generating a cURL-based script, which interacts with OCCIware Runtime via both OCCI HTTP Protocol [100] and OCCI Text Rendering [59] to instantiate OCCI
entities into an offline OCCI-compliant runtime. The OCCIware Runtime then invokes the appropriate Extension Connector to create corresponding resources.

**OCCIware Runtime.** OCCIware Runtime is a generic OCCI-compliant models@run.time support and includes a cloud resource container and tools for deployment, execution, and supervision of Everything as a Service (XaaS).

The models in OCCIware Studio provide abstractions for managing cloud resources but lack the ones related to coordination, which are synchronization constraints that enforce restrictions on the interaction patterns between components [53].

### 2.2 Model-Based Approach

The system design aims to define the system’s architecture, components, or data to satisfy requirements [45]. Validating the design is needed to ensure that the specification is valid for the implementation. Natural languages are ambiguous [115]; hence, they are not suitable for the specification of requirement to create a quality design. Formal model-based development is the process of implementing the system correctly. In this process, requirements are transformed into formal specifications [26], which describe the system’s structure and behaviors together with external stimuli [133]. Then, the formal specification will be used to verify some properties, such as consistency or completeness.

#### 2.2.1 Requirement Engineering

An ontology-driven specification is an approach for formulating system requirements in natural language. Numerous research on requirement engineering based on ontology [52], including representing domain knowledge [55, 71, 127, 121, 119], formalizing requirements [85, 134], verifying some properties of the requirements (e.g., consistency [129, 68, 97], completeness [47, 57, 99]), or validating requirements [129, 85, 90]. In particular, starting from an upper ontology describing the general concepts for using in multiple contexts, developers define the domain-specific ontology to define domain-specific concepts and their relationship.

Pattern-based specifications are textual templates filled by defined ontology concepts. Restricting the specification to terms from an ontology removes the ambiguity of the natural language. To ensure a unique interpretation for each specification, some approaches employ requirement boilerplates [90, 96, 88]. However, the more boilerplates, the more effort, and time developers need to learn and apply them correctly. In our work, we provide templates, which are structures with placeholders that ontology concepts can replace. By defining the semantics of each template, we ensure the unique interpretation
of each specification and flexibility in writing them. Therefore, reducing the effort and
time to learning our language.

Ontology-Driven Conceptual Modeling (ODCM) [125] is the application of ontological
theories to improve the theory and practice of conceptual modeling. Conceptual modeling
represents aspects of the physical world using models for communicating, learning, and
problem-solving between users. The ability to detect and correct errors depends on the
classical models’ quality. However, many conceptual models lacked an adequate
specification of terminologies and semantics of the underlying models, which led to the
inconsistency of knowledge’s interpretation and use [73]. Therefore, ontologies were
introduced to provide a foundation for conceptual modeling. Ontology is “the set of
things whose existence is acknowledged by a particular theory or system of thought” [79].
Ontology can be used to evaluate conceptual modeling languages of frameworks (e.g.,
Web Ontology Language (OWL), Unified Modeling Language (UML)) [74], become the
theoretical foundations of a conceptual model [103, 75], or improve semantic interoper-
ability [70].

2.2.2 Component-Based Approach

Most programs are implemented using endogenous [32] coordination, where coordina-
tion codes are incorporated within computational codes of components. For complex
distributed systems, it is hard to debug and maintain because developers must recheck
all related components codes and other components interacting with them. Meanwhile,
in the exogenous coordination [32] approach, each component implements its functions
by only computation codes and interacts with the others through external ports. This
high level of abstraction makes it easy to reuse components to build large-scale systems
like cloud applications and tackle the difficulty in debugging and maintaining of the
development following the endogenous coordination approach.

The computation and coordination are separated in the component-based design, where
the computational entities are the system’s components. Connectors coordinate the
interaction among these components. Some formal approaches for modeling, compositing,
and analyzing connectors include the algebra of stateless connectors [43], the Tile
model [66], nets with boundaries [120], process calculi, REO [21], and BIP [28].

- The algebra of stateless connectors. Bruni et al. [43] present an algebra
  consisting of five classes of basis stateless connectors. Then they used graphs
to describe concrete structures, tiles to represent operational and observational
semantics, and tick-tables to provide denotational semantics.

- The Tile model. The Tile model [66] provides a flexible and appropriate semantic
  configuration for concurrent systems [44, 61]. This configuration defines operational
and abstract semantics to suitable connectors classes in the algebra of stateless connectors.

- **Process calculi.** Calculi such as CSP [78], CCS [95], the \( \pi \)-calculus [117], process algebras [31, 30, 65], and the actor model [15] are computation models to handle the complexities in constructing concurrent systems. Capizzi et al. [46] introduced the aspect-oriented technique to redesign a distributed program by altering only the coordinating aspects while keeping the computational code untouched. Scholten et al. [118] proposed a variant of the \( \pi \)-calculus that allows different processes to communicate and impose exogenous coordination through user-defined channel types.

- **The Reo coordination model.** Reo Scripting Language (RSL) [21] is a declarative channel-based language supporting exogenous coordination. This language is used with Constraint Automata Reactive Module Language (CARML) in Vereofy toolkit [25] to model the system. Vereofy also supports model checking of specific components and composite systems with safety properties written in Linear Time Logic (LTL) [108] and Branching-time Stream Logic (BTSL) [83].

- **The BIP framework.** Behavior-Interaction-Priority (BIP) [27, 36] is a framework providing a mechanism for coordinating concurrent components. Correctness-by-construction is a significant feature of BIP. Its composability can be used to preserve the deadlock-freedom of the underlying behaviors using appropriate tools such as iFinder [6]. JavaBIP [37, 92] is an open-source Java version of the BIP framework that relies on Java annotations, component APIs, and specification files to coordinate concurrent components.

Our work is based on BIP and JavaBIP frameworks to support designing, verifying, and implementing correct-by-construction self-adaptive cloud applications.

### 2.2.3 Correct-by-Construction Software Development

System errors found at the late phase of the development process are popular [77]. Undetected system errors in the requirement analysis cause enormous consequences in the deployment. Fixing these errors or rebuilding the system is costly and time-consuming. The Correctness by Construction (CbyC) approach is a solution to address this problem. The CbyC combines formal methods and incremental developments [49]. It starts by constructing a formal model from the system requirements. This model can be used as the input for model checkers or theorem provers to validate and verify whether the design meets its specification and whether the specification meets the requirements. This process has been applied in industry and demonstrated its effectiveness for decreasing
errors and increasing productivity in developing safety-critical applications [76, 14] or distributed systems (e.g., cloud applications) [58].

In the implementation phase, developers choose the appropriate language to implement the design depending on the target system. The selected language must have supporting frameworks/tools to analyze and verify the correctness effectively. For example, BIP and JavaBIP frameworks are suitable for developing cloud applications due to their rigorous and unambiguous semantics. In particular, BIP allows the creation of an executable model to verify whether the system under design satisfies a specific property (e.g., the deadlock-freedom). To ensure the high-level abstraction of the model, only relevant actions are represented as FSM’s transitions. All the allowed synchronizations (i.e., the interactions) between the concurrent components are specified in BIP glue.

As modern software systems, cloud applications are inherently concurrent. Thus, CbyC is an appropriate approach to reach our objective. In summary, the advantages of CbyC are proven by the following:

- It addresses defects early when the changes are cheap. The testing process is to confirm that the target system works instead of debugging it.
- It ensures the safety properties of the system through verification.

2.3 Used Component-based Frameworks and Tools

This section introduces frameworks and tools that are important to this work, including PBL - an open-source library to handle Boolean formulas, BIP and JavaBIP frameworks, and the iFinder - the model checker used to verify the deadlock-freedom of the target system.

2.3.1 PBL

PBL is a general-purpose Python library for working with Boolean formulas. It can parse and manipulate standard DIMACS (i.e., Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science) files and a proprietary language for the formulas. This library allows programmers to quickly complete binary decision diagrams (BDD) and SAT projects by focusing on core algorithms rather than Boolean expressions. Furthermore, the code is written with readability in mind, so algorithms (introduced in [40]) and rendering methods can be easily read, inspected, or modified. The Boolean formulas can be represented as a recursive dictionary or as a list of lists with the supporting types described in Table 2.1:

---

9https://github.com/tyler-utah/PBL
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Table 2.1: Element Quantifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Corresponding symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>const</td>
<td>constant type</td>
<td>True or False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>var</td>
<td>variable type</td>
<td>variables with the name including text and numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg</td>
<td>negative type</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td>operator “and”</td>
<td>&amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>operator “or”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xor</td>
<td>operator “exclusive or”</td>
<td>XOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impl</td>
<td>operator “imply”</td>
<td>=&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eqv</td>
<td>operator “iff”</td>
<td>&lt;==&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“var” can be an expression or a variable. If it is a variable, it has a string name and a number for converting to conjunctive normal form (CNF). In this form, the negative values denote the negation of corresponding variables.

PBL provides functions to convert the Boolean formulas to the Negation Normal Form (NNE) or CNF. Listing 2.1 shows an example with a Boolean formula (line 2) and its corresponding CNF clauses (line 4).

Listing 2.1: A Boolean formula and its corresponding CNF clauses

```plaintext
1  // Boolean formula
2  ((x1 => y1 & y2) & (x2 => y2 & y3)) & ~(x3 => x4)
3  // CNF clauses
4  (~x1 | y1) & (~x1 | y2) & (~x2 | y2) & (~x2 | y3) & x3 & ~x4
```

In our work, we extend PBL to compute dual-Horn clauses, which are used to generate coordination codes in BIP and JavaBIP (see Section 3.3 of Chapter 3).

2.3.2 The BI(P) Framework

Behavior-Interaction-Priority (BIP) [28] is a component-based framework for the design of correct-by-construction systems. By superimposing three layers: behavior, interaction, and priority, it provides a simple yet effective framework for managing concurrent components. In the simplified version, there is no Priority. Hence, we denote it as BI(P).

The first layer (Behavior) presents atomic components with fixed activities considered ports, which are pairwise distinct. The components are modeled as automata, in which their transitions are labeled by sets of ports.
Definition 2.3.1 (Component)
A component \( C = (S, P, \rightarrow) \) is a transition system where \( S \) is the set of states, \( P \) is the set of ports, and \( \rightarrow \subseteq S \times 2^P \times S \) is the set of transitions.

For all \( s, s' \in S \) and \( p \in P \), we write \( s \xrightarrow{p} s' \) to denote the labeled transition \((s, p, s') \in \rightarrow\). It means \( a \) is enabled in \( s \) (i.e., \( s \xrightarrow{p} \)) iff \( s' \) exists.

The second layer (Interaction) defines a mechanism to coordinate components. Interactions are sets of ports that determine the allowable synchronizations between components.

Definition 2.3.2 (Interaction)
Let \( P \) be the set of ports, an interaction over \( P \) is a non-empty set \( a \), such that \( a \subseteq P \).

In [38], the authors defined \( \mathcal{AI}(P) \) to provide a clear and convenient notation for manipulating sets of interactions.

Priorities in the third layer of BIP (Priority) establish scheduling limits and resolve conflicts simultaneously when many interactions are enabled. We named Glue refers to the interaction and priority layers together. In brief, the BIP engine drives the execution of a BIP system by cyclically applying the following protocol:

1. At the current state, each component sends to the BIP engine all the possible transitions;
2. The BIP engine selects an interaction that meets the glue requirements, conducts the data transmission, and notifies all components involved;
3. The notified components perform the functions related to the corresponding transitions.

Connectors are used to define an interaction model in a structured manner. Simon et al. proposed a causal semantic [39] for the Algebra of Connectors \( \mathcal{AC}(P) \) [38], which has the syntax is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
s & ::= [0] | [1] | [p] | [x] \quad \text{(synchrons)} \\
t & ::= [0]' | [1]' | [p]' | [x]' \quad \text{(triggers)} \tag{2.1} \\
x & ::= s | t | x \cdot x
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p \in P \), \( \cdot \) is a binary operator (called fusion), and brackets ‘[·]’ and ‘[·]’ are unary typing operators.

In \( \mathcal{AI}(P) \), the fusion operator is synchronization, and a connector is the set of allowed interactions based on two kinds of connected ports: synchron or trigger (Figure 2.3a).

The semantic of \( \mathcal{AC}(P) \) is the function \( \cdot : \mathcal{AC}(P) \rightarrow \mathcal{AI}(P) \) defined by the following
rules:

\[
|p| = p, \\
\prod_{i=1}^{n} |x_i| = \prod_{i=1}^{n} |x_i|, \\
\prod_{i=1}^{n} |x_i|' \cdot \prod_{j=1}^{m} |y_j| = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i| \prod_{k \neq i} (1 + |x_k|) \prod_{j=1}^{m} (1 + |y_j|),
\]

where \( \prod \) is the synchronization operator and \( \Sigma \) is the synchronization operator of \( \mathcal{A}(P) \) for \( p \in P \cup \{0, 1\} \) and \( x_1, \ldots, x_n, y_1, \ldots, y_m \in \mathcal{A}(P) \). If all connected ports are synchrons, this is a \textit{rendezvous} synchronization, i.e., a connector defines exactly one interaction comprising all its ports (Figure 2.3b). If there are one or more trigger ports, this is a \textit{broadcast} synchronization, i.e., The connector describes the interactions consisting of all non-empty subsets of the connected ports containing one or more trigger ports (Figure 2.3c).

![Diagram of BIP connectors with corresponding sets of interactions](image)

Figure 2.3: BIP connectors with the corresponding sets of interactions

In the hierarchical connector, the interaction from each subconnector forms an allowed interaction according to the port labeling of the connector nodes. For instance, the causal chain connector in Figure 2.3d has a trigger port \( p \) and a synchron, which is a binary broadcast subconnector \( q \rightarrow r \). Thus the causal chain connector allows interactions are the single port \( p \) and any combination of \( p \) with some interaction of \( q \rightarrow r \). The subconnector \( q \rightarrow r \) allows interactions \( q \) and \( qr \). As a result, the allowed interactions of the causal chain are \( \{p, pq, pqr\} \). Table 2.2 shows the representation in \( \mathcal{A}(P) \) (column 2) and \( \mathcal{AC}(P) \) (column 3) for some interaction schemes of Figure 2.3.
Table 2.2: $\mathcal{AI}(P)$ and $\mathcal{AC}(P)$ representations of some basic interaction schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>$\mathcal{AI}(P)$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{AC}(P)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rendezvous</td>
<td>$pqr$</td>
<td>$pqr$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast</td>
<td>$p(1 + q)(1 + r)$</td>
<td>$p'qr$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic broadcast</td>
<td>$p(1 + qr)$</td>
<td>$p'[qr]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated broadcast</td>
<td>$qr(1 + p)$</td>
<td>$[qr]'p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causality chain</td>
<td>$p(1 + q(1 + r))$</td>
<td>$p'[q'r]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3 The JavaBIP Framework

JavaBIP [37] is a Java implementation of the BIP framework. Component behaviors in JavaBIP can be represented by a Finite State Machine (FSM), which has a finite number of states and a finite number of transitions between them. JavaBIP framework uses Java annotations associated with class, method, and parameter declaration to represent the FSMs. In particular, there are six kinds of annotations, including:

- **@ComponentType**: the annotation declares a component type with the FSM’s name and initial state. For example, the below code illustrates a class Peer with the annotation that defines the component’s name as Peer, and the initial state of its FSM is PeerInit.

  ```java
  @ComponentType(initial="PeerInit", name="demo.Peer")
  public class Peer{ ... }
  ```

- **@Ports** and **@Port**: these annotations declare the name and the type of transition and usually be set before defining `ComponentType`. There are three types of FSM transformations: executable, spontaneous, and internal. The enforceable transitions are controlled by the engine through the notification of executors at each execution cycle. Spontaneous transitions are considered environmental events of a component. Finally, internal transitions allow a component to execute a behavior immediately. Only enforceable transitions are used for synchronization between components.

  ```java
  @Ports({
    @Port(name="speak", type=PortType.enforceable)
    , @Port(name="listen", type=PortType.enforceable)
    , @Port(name="register", type=PortType.enforceable)
    , @Port(name="unregister", type=PortType.enforceable)
  })
  @ComponentType ...
  ```

- **@Guard**: this annotation is used for boolean methods to define the guard of transitions.
2.3 Used Component-based Frameworks and Tools

- **@Guard**: declares a transition of an FSM specified by event name, source and target states, and a guard expression (if necessary). Guard expression of a transition can be a single guard or comprise a set of guards using three logical operators: negation ‘!’, the conjunction ‘&’, and disjunction ‘|’.

```java
@Transition({
    @Transition(name="speak", source="PeerInit", target="Registered", guard="is_registered_to")

    @Guard(name="is_registered_to")
    public boolean is_registered_to (@Data(name="Tracker2Peer_data") String trackerID)
    { ... }

    @Data
    public String trackerID () { ... }

    @Data(name="Tracker2Peer_data", accessTypePort=AccessType.any)
    public String trackerID () { ... }
```

In [39], the authors demonstrate that the interactions set defined by a BIP connector can be characterized by a Boolean formula that is a conjunction of implications of the form:

\[ p \Rightarrow a_1 \lor ... \lor a_n \quad (2.3) \]

with port \( p \) is considered as effect and each \( a_i \) \((i \in [1, n])\), being a conjunction of several ports, is considered causes. Obviously, for \( p \) to engage in an interaction, at least one \( a_i \) for \( i \in [1, n] \), in which all the belonging ports participate. Therefore, in an interaction, \( p \) can participate if there is some participation of \( a_i \). To specify the constraint (2.3) in JavaBIP, one uses the macro notation:

\[ p \text{ Require } a_1; ... ; a_n \]
For example, the encodings of Broadcast 2 (Figure 2.3c) is

\[ r \text{ Require } p; q \]

The macro \texttt{Accept} defines that if a port \( p \) participates in an interaction, it must be accepted by all the participating ports in the considering interaction.

\[ p \text{ Accept } a, \quad \text{which formally means } \quad p \Rightarrow \bigwedge_{q \in P \setminus a} \overline{q} \quad (2.4) \]

where \( P \) is the set of all ports of all the BIP components in the system.

In JavaBIP, the \textit{data transfer} is performed before the execution of the transition. At present, JavaBIP does not implement any \textit{priority} except the so-called \textit{maximal progress} priority applied by default to all JavaBIP systems, where interactions larger in terms of set inclusion are prioritized.

\subsection*{2.3.4 iFinder}

iFinder [102] is the improvement of D-Finder [29], a tool for verifying component-based systems described in the BIP language. iFinder proposed a compositional verification technique to avoid the combinatorial explosion of component-based systems. It uses interaction invariants for components instead of searching for adequate assumptions. The interaction invariants are considered “cooperation tests” [20] because they allow subtracting states infeasible by the semantics.

iFinder consists of two highly connected tools\footnote{https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/verimag/bip/IFinder/-/tree/real-time-marius}: \texttt{ifinder} and \texttt{ichecker}. The first tool computes invariants for each component using a specific “analysis” method as described in the “.inv” file. The latter gathers all the invariants and uses them to prove properties. It uses computed invariants in the “.inv” file and properties described in the “.pro” file to collect information such as the properties to be proven, the components on which the properties shall apply, the BIP model, etc. Then, \texttt{ichecker} generates an SMT file containing the conjunction of the invariants and the negation of the safety properties as input to the Z3 SMT solver [50]. If the result is unsatisfied, the properties are invalid, and the Z3 solver returns a counter-example. Developers must refine the design and repeat the process until satisfactory results. The input of the iFinder tool consists of three components as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{BIP model} (.bip file): contains the information of the components extracted from the design and the configuration file.
\end{itemize}
2.3 Used Component-based Frameworks and Tools

Listing 2.2: The structure of the BIP model

```
package <package_name>
port type <Port_type>()
atom type <Component_name> ([parameters])
  export port <Port_type> <Port_name>()
  place <state_name>+
  initial to <state_name>
  on <Port_name> from <state_name_1> to <state_name_2> do {...}
end
connector type <Connector_name>(<Port_type> p1, <Port_type> p2, ..., <Port_type> pn)
  [export port ep()]
  define p1' p2 ... pn
end
compound type <package_name> Compound()
  component <Component_name> <Component_instances>+
  connector <Connector_name> <Connector_instance>()
end
end
```

Listing 2.2 shows the template of a BIP model with the elements in “<..>” are mandatory placeholders and “[..]” are optional. The BIP model starts by declaring the package name (i.e., the name of the target system). For example, “package monitorswitch”. After that, users define the port type used in the whole system. By default, we set it as “Port” (line 2). Each component has an FSM presented by an “atom type” (line 3), which uses “port” and “place” to declare the FSM’s transitions and states, respectively (lines 4 and 5). It determines the initial state by the keyword “initial to” (line 6). Then, all the transitions of the FSM are defined as the pattern in line 7. Each connector is defined by a function “connector type” with a list of child node ports (lines 9-12). If a node is a trigger, we encode it following a symbol “prime” (i.e., ’). If the considering connector is a subconnector of a bigger connector, it has an “export port” to interact with other ports at the same level of the connector tree. Finally, in function “compound type” (lines 13-16), we declare concrete instances of each atom type (i.e., component) and the concrete connectors generated from the component instances and “connector type”.

2. Invariants instructions (.inv file): it defines instructions for computing invariants using the analysis method. In the verification step, the invariants will be computed based on the defined analysis methods specified for components. Table 2.3 shows some analysis methods for computing invariants.

Taking the command “−at Switch −a the atom−control” as an example, it illustrates an instruction that the component (−at Switch) will be analyzed by atom−control analysis method.
3. **Safety properties** (.pro file): properties that need to be proven. Those properties are written in the prefix way, and their variables are viewed in terms of Petri nets [51]. Looking at the property $\geq (+ m_{0 \text{ Init}} s_{0 \text{ Init}}) \ 2$ as an example, the variable $s_{0 \text{ Active}}$ indicates that $s_{0}$ is started in state $\text{Init}$ (following the FSM described in the design). Since FSM is a special case of Petri nets, the number of tokens in any given place cannot exceed 1. The sum of the token’s number in the corresponding two places in the clause is at least 2. It means that $s_{0}$ and $m_{0}$ are both started.

### 2.4 Discussion

There are some requirements for building correct self-adaptive cloud applications:

1. We need a framework to create a correct-by-construction cloud design. This framework provides a means to specify concepts of cloud components and related compositional operators for correct-by-construction development.

2. Instead of applying coordination techniques such as monitors, message forwarding, or semaphores, the framework should assist cloud designers in specifying coordination by using well-founded and organized concepts.

3. The component’s behavior and coordination should be described in a high-level abstraction to help cloud architects efficiently and correctly design complex applications.

4. The framework should be able to derive a correct and efficient implementation.
This chapter presents the current state of the art of principles, concepts, and techniques supporting our objective, including the correct-by-construction approach, cloud resource management, and model-based approach. This thesis combines all these approaches to develop correct-by-construction self-adaptive cloud applications. OCCIware is an open-source model-driven framework for designing cloud applications. We address the first requirement by introducing some new usage of OCCIware entities’ properties (Section 4.3.1) and leveraging FSM specifications (Section 4.4.2).

We deal with the second requirement by using the BIP framework. BIP framework provides a means to design correct-by-construction systems following the exogenous coordination, which specifies the coordination separately to computation. The coordination code is represented by BIP connectors constructed by the trigger, synchron ports, or sub-connectors.

However, learning to use BIP is not easy for cloud developers unfamiliar with formal methods. Thus, we proposed a language that allows cloud developers to specify requirements to develop correct-by-construction cloud applications using BIP (Section 3.2). Some related research provides boilerplates for writing specifications. However, developers must learn to use numerous boilerplates depending on the target domain. To reduce the effort and time of the learning activity, our ontology architect provides patterns, which are the general textual templates for specifying requirements in a pseudo-natural manner. By introducing the NaturalBIP language, we addressed the third requirement.

We answer the fourth requirement by developing NaturalBIP Compiler (Section 3.3), which analyzes the specification written in the NaturalBIP language to compute BIP model and Java BIP artifacts. The BIP model are part of the input for iFinder to verify whether the design is deadlock-free. JavaBIP artifacts, including JavaBIP GlueBuilder, data transfers, and safety properties (represented as conditions/constraints), are used to support developers in implementing the target cloud applications correctly.
Chapter 3

Domain-Specific Language for Developing Self-adaptive Applications

This chapter introduces our language called NaturalBIP for specifying behavioral constraints of self-adaptive applications. We begin by explaining why we decided to create the NaturalBIP language in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 defines the ontology architecture to construct the NaturalBIP language. The architecture includes an ontology specifying system concepts and relationships between them, a component for describing conditions, and a domain-specific language for naturally writing functional requirements. The NaturalBIP Compiler to translate the specification to JavaBIP artifacts and BIP connectors is presented in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 is a summary of this chapter.

3.1 Introduction

Context. Over the last decade, exogenous coordination has become a promising approach for managing the complexity of the design and implementation of distributed systems by controlling components from the outside. BIP is a framework supporting exogenous coordination. It allows building complex designs from smaller designs to enforce given properties. The challenge is applying BIP in designing cloud applications since cloud designers have no background knowledge of BIP. To develop an application in an exogenous approach, developers have to conduct a lot of manipulations that are difficult to learn. In contrast, there is no baseline for specifying clear and consistent requirements in natural language. They are written based on personal knowledge with some implicit expectations.

To reduce the specifying and coding efforts, we propose NaturalBIP language for developing correct-by-construction self-adaptive applications. This language applies
an ontology-driven specification approach for formulating functional requirements in a pseudo-natural language. We adopt the approach proposed by Stachtiari et al. [122] using boilerplates [80] in combination with a conceptual model. More concretely, boilerplates are semi-completed specifications containing placeholders that can be filled by concepts specified in the conceptual model or the ontology of the target system. Our proposed language should be able to:

• specify functional requirements and properties in a language similar to English sentences,

• transform the specifications to BIP connectors for verification, and

• transform the specifications to JavaBIP macro code for the implementation.

**Methodology.** An ontology explicitly declares concepts in a well-defined knowledge domain. It consists of classes, their individuals, properties, relations, and axioms, forming the overall theory that describes the ontology. Ontologies encode relationships between concepts used in placeholders. Using the proper tool support, engineers can avoid ambiguous references and maintain the relationships between concepts described in requirements. We defined grammar to derive patterns that are pseudo-natural language templates with placeholders to capture requirements. Each derived pattern is associated with a formal representation in a logical language. By using these patterns, it addresses the ambiguity of natural language requirements. According to [110], a boilerplate comprises attributes and fixed syntax elements. For example, in the boilerplate (3.1), “executes” is a fixed syntax element, while ⟨instance⟩ and ⟨action⟩ are placeholder attributes for user input.

\[
⟨\text{instance}⟩ \text{ executes } ⟨\text{action}⟩
\] (3.1)

Figure 1.2 provides an overview of the methodology to support the development of concurrent applications following the exogenous approach:

• We proposed an architecture to formulate well-defined semantic requirements by applying an ontology-driven specification approach. In particular, we introduce an ontology that precisely defines concepts and semantic relationships [56, 60, 89] of components in a concurrent system and provides a grammar to write functional requirements.

• Software designers construct the application design and write requirements using the defined ontology and grammar in the NaturalBIP language.
3.2 NaturalBIP Language

- The written requirements and design model are sent to NaturalBIP Compiler to check the syntax and semantics before generating corresponding BIP connectors and JavaBIP artifacts for verifying and implementing the application following the exogenous approach.

**Running example.** We use an example of Tracker-Peer communication to illustrate the use of our proposed language.

**Example 3.1.1 (Tracker-Peer communication [37])**

Consider the Tracker-Peer example inspired by a wireless audio protocol for peer-to-peer communication. There are two component types: Tracker and Peer. The protocol allows an arbitrary number of peers to communicate along a random number of wireless communication channels, and a unique tracker manages each channel. There is the list of requirements written in natural language as follows:

- **Req_log**: “Every tracker shall log whenever a peer registering or unregistering to it.”

- **Req_action**: “Registered peers shall either speak to the channel or listen to other registered peers in the channel.”

- **Req_constraint**: “At most one registered peer shall speak at the moment.”

### 3.2 NaturalBIP Language

We propose an ontology architecture for specifying the functional requirements of self-adaptive applications. Based on the proposed ontology architecture, we define the syntax for our language in the context-free grammar form to interpret functional requirements and parse them to generate BIP connectors.

#### 3.2.1 Ontology Architecture

Figure 3.1 shows the architecture overview, which includes ontologies, components, and the relationships between them to preserve the semantics and resolve conflicts and ambiguities. The requirements are written following the semantic definitions of NaturalBIP Requirement Ontology (NRO). The NRO imports the Domain Specific Ontology (DSO), transitively imports Behavioral Ontology (BO), and uses DSO instances.

Behavioral Ontology (BO) defines core concepts (e.g., Subject, Action, State, Finite State Machine (FSM)) that are used as requirements specification elements. It plays the role of top-level ontology, supporting broad semantic compatibility among domain-specific ontologies.
A Domain-Specific Ontology (DSO) contains the domain-specific classes of the system to be designed. DSO imports all classes in the top-level ontology (i.e., the BO) and further specializes in them. The DSO instances define corresponding instances or variables for the corresponding Subject in DSO.

The NaturalBIP Requirement Ontology (NRO) provides sentence structures using boilerplate forms with placeholders to construct a well-formed requirement, thus, decreasing specification errors.

3.2.1.1 Behavioral Ontology (BO)

This ontology contains concepts for specifying functional requirements and their relationships, such as components, actions, states, etc. These concepts are semantically interrelated, as shown in the conceptual overview in Figure 3.2. The BO concepts and their relationships are introduced and explained as follows:

- A Subject represents an interactive element in a concurrent system, and it has a finite state machine. Its status is determined by a State (via isIn property). A Subject can inherit from another Subject via the extends property, and performs actions.

- Each finite state machine (FSM) contains a set of transitions (i.e., TransitionSet) and a set of states (i.e., StateSet).

- An Action denotes a behavior of a related Subject. One Action belongs to a TransitionSet in a FSM of the Subject. The execution of Action might change the State of the Subject (via sets property).

- Each State belongs to the StateSet of the Subject’s FSM and its value can be set by executing an Action.
3.2.1.2 Domain Specific Ontology (DSO)

DSO describes the vocabulary to express a system domain. The DSO concepts and their interactions provide a semantic model of the system’s domain. Figure 3.3 shows the DSO for the Tracker-Peer communication system conforms to Example 3.1.1.

There are two Subjects are Tracker and Peer. Each has a FSM which contains a set of transition and state. The TransitionSet of Tracker includes broadcast and log, while Peer consists of register, unregister, speak, and listen. State TrackerInit belongs to the StateSet of Tracker, and states PeerInit, Registered belong to the StateSet of Peer.

3.2.1.3 NaturalBIP Requirement Ontology (NRO)

Figure 3.4 shows the ontology for encoding elements of requirement specifications. The detail elements and the relations between them are defined as follows:

- The Requirement in our language is a Clause scoped by one or more Quantifiers (via hasClause and hasQuantifier properties).
- Each Clause always has a Main clause (hasMain property) and may have a Constraint (hasConstraint property).
- The Main clause describes the occurrence of actions and may specify State Values scoped by corresponding Quantifiers.
The **Constraint** clause specifies the observation of events and may describe **State Values** scoped by corresponding **Quantifiers**.

**Quantifier** is a component determining the scope of application for specific classes in functional requirements. A **Quantifier** might contain **Conditions**.

**Component Condition** defines conditions or constraints that affect classes, instances, or the relations between them.

**Observing Event**, **Occurring Action**, and **State Value**: These components specify the observation of an event, the occurrence of an action, or the state’s value, respectively.

**Quantifier**, **Condition**, **Occurring Action**, **State Value**, and **Observing Event** are boilerplate syntax containing fixed elements and placeholders.

### 3.2.2 NaturalBIP Syntax and Semantics

The grammar rules of our language are presented in Table 3.1 with some notations defined in Table 3.2. The grammar rules are left-associative, and non-terminal symbols will be parsed until reaching terminal symbols. A **Requirement** is always scoped by at least one
Quantifier and contains a Main clause. Constraint clause is optional in a Requirement, and if it exists, this clause will be separated from the Main clause by a comma symbol (i.e., “,”). As described in Table 3.1, Main is constructed by compound expressions including Occurring Actions, State Values, or Conditions with connective operators. If the Main clause and Constraint clause use a new variable, the new variable must be scoped by a Quantifier. Table 3.4 illustrates operators to associate elements in a compound expressions including: conjunction operator (i.e., “and”) and disjunction operator (i.e., “or”).

Table 3.3 presents all the derivable phrases of a requirement if it contains constraints. The Constraint is defined after conjunction words (i.e., “if”, “while”, “after”, “before”), and the constraints expression consists of Observing Events, State Values, or Condition with connective operators. The Quantifier is optional in Constraint.

Observing Event, Occurring Action, State Value, Condition, and Quantifier are atomic components that contain placeholders to be filled with information adhering to the design of the target application (i.e., DSO).

**State Value.** This element describes that an instance of a Subject reaches a specific state. For example, “p is in Registered state” expresses that instance p is in the state Registered.
Table 3.1: NaturalBIP grammar

\[ \text{(Requirement)} ::= (\langle \text{Quantifier} \rangle)^+ \langle \text{Clause} \rangle \]
\[ \text{(Clause)} ::= \langle \text{Main} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \langle \text{Constraint} \rangle, \langle \text{Main} \rangle \]
\[ \langle \text{Quantifier} \rangle ::= \langle \text{quantification of amount} \rangle \text{subject_instance}, \]
\[ \langle \text{Condition} \rangle, \] \[ \langle \text{Constraint} \rangle ::= \langle \text{conjunction} \rangle \langle \text{constraint expression} \rangle \]
\[ \langle \text{Main} \rangle ::= \langle \text{compound expression} \rangle \]
\[ \langle \text{compound expression} \rangle ::= \langle \text{compound expression} \rangle \text{synchronized with} \langle \text{compound expression} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \langle \text{compound expression} \rangle \langle \text{connective} \rangle \langle \text{State Value} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \langle \text{compound expression} \rangle \langle \text{connective} \rangle \langle \text{Occurring Action} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \langle \langle \text{Quantifier} \rangle \rangle \langle \text{State Value} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \langle \langle \text{Quantifier} \rangle \rangle \langle \text{Occurring Action} \rangle \]
\[ \langle \text{constraint expression} \rangle ::= \langle \text{constraint expression} \rangle \langle \text{connective} \rangle \langle \text{state value} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \langle \text{constraint expression} \rangle \langle \text{connective} \rangle \langle \text{Observing Event} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \langle \langle \text{Quantifier} \rangle \rangle \langle \text{State Value} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \langle \langle \text{Quantifier} \rangle \rangle \langle \text{Observing Event} \rangle \]
\[ \langle \text{State Value} \rangle ::= \text{instance is in state_value state} \]
\[ \langle \text{Observing Event} \rangle ::= \text{instance executes action} \]
\[ \ | \text{instance does not execute action} \]
\[ \langle \text{Occurring Action} \rangle ::= \text{instance shall action} \]
\[ \ | \text{instance shall not action} \]
\[ \ | \text{instance shall either action}_1 \text{ or action}_2 \text{ or … or action}_n \]
\[ \langle \text{Condition} \rangle ::= \langle \text{Condition} \rangle \langle \text{connective} \rangle \langle \text{Condition} \rangle \]
\[ \ | \text{instance is phenomenon [instances]} \]
\[ \ | \text{instance has phenomenon [instances]} \]
\[ \ | \text{instance can do phenomenon [instances]} \]
\[ \langle \text{conjunction} \rangle ::= \text{if} \ | \text{while} \ | \text{after} \ | \text{before} \]
\[ \langle \text{connective} \rangle ::= \text{and} \ | \text{or} \]
\[ \langle \text{quantification of amount} \rangle ::= \text{for all} \ | \text{for any} \ | \text{for every} \]
\[ \ | \text{there is a} \ | \text{there is one} \ | \text{there are some} \]
\[ \langle \text{separator} \rangle ::= \text{where} \ | \text{such that} \]

**Observing Event.** This element is used in **Constraint** to specify the observation of an event. For example, “\text{t executes broadcast}” denotes the observation of an event that
Table 3.2: Notations used in our grammar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⟨...⟩</td>
<td>Non-terminal symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[...]</td>
<td>Optional symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(…)+</td>
<td>The number of elements inside the parentheses is at least one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>bold string</strong></td>
<td>The placeholder with semantics defined or deduced from the DSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>emphasis string</strong></td>
<td>Keyword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal string</td>
<td>Normal meaning in the natural language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: The derivable Clauses contain Constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivable Clause</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>If</strong> ⟨Constraint⟩, ⟨Main⟩</td>
<td>Globally, ⟨Main⟩ occurs next to the occurrence of ⟨Constraint⟩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>While</strong> ⟨Constraint⟩, ⟨Main⟩</td>
<td>Globally, ⟨Main⟩ occurs during the observation of ⟨Constraint⟩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>After</strong> ⟨Constraint⟩, ⟨Main⟩</td>
<td>Eventually, ⟨Main⟩ occurs after the occurrence of ⟨Constraint⟩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⟨Main⟩ can be observed until the occurrence of ⟨Constraint⟩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Before</strong> ⟨Constraint⟩, ⟨Main⟩</td>
<td>⟨Main⟩ can be observed until the occurrence of ⟨Constraint⟩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⟨Main⟩ can be observed until the occurrence of ⟨Constraint⟩</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Grammar rules of Compound Expression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammar</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>elem_1 and ...and elem_n</strong></td>
<td>Globally, elements elem_1 to elem_n occur at the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>elem_A synchronized with elem_B</strong></td>
<td>Globally, the occurrence of elem_A is synchronized with the occurrence of elem_B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>elem_A or elem_B</strong></td>
<td>At the current state, elem_A or elem_B or both can be observed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tracker t executes the broadcast action, where t is an instance variable of Tracker
Occurring Action. This component specifies the occurrence of actions in Main including the execution (i.e., \textit{instance shall action}, \textit{instance shall not action}), and exclusive disjunction operator (i.e., “(\textit{shall either ... or ...})”).

- “\textit{p shall listen}” expresses that action \textit{listen} of Peer \textit{p} must be executed.
- “\textit{p shall not speak}” expresses that action \textit{speak} of Peer \textit{p} must not be executed.
- “(\textit{p shall either speak or listen})” expresses that two actions \textit{speak} and \textit{listen} of instance \textit{p} cannot occur at the same time.

Quantifier. This element is mandatory to determine the application scope of the requirement. The quantifier is defined in the \textbf{Quantifier} rule in Table 3.1 and explained in Table 3.5. Looking at the requirement in Example 3.1.1, the quantifier for Peer can be presented as follows:

- “For all Peer \textit{p},” expresses that for all instance \textit{p} of component \textit{Peer}, or
- “There are some Peer \textit{p}, such that \textit{p} is registered to \textit{t},” expresses a condition applied for some instance \textit{p} of component \textit{Peer}, or
- “There is a Tracker \textit{t}, where \textit{t} is not null,” expresses another derivation of quantifiers with a condition but uses a different separator.

Conditions. This element describes the constraints or conditions to execute actions. The template of this block is defined in Formula (3.2):

\[
\text{instance is/has/can phenomenon [instances]} \quad (3.2)
\]

Following the template, the first placeholder \textit{instance} is the affected object of other \textit{instances} if they exist. The phenomenon is defined by the collocation of lexical units of English from the Gellish English Dictionary [124] and the WordNet Lexical Database [94]. For examples, “\textit{p has no capacity},” “\textit{p is registered to t}.”

Let us consider the requirements in Example 3.1.1, the functional requirements for \textit{Req\_log} can be written in our language as two following requirements:

- \textbf{TP\_01\_register}: “For any Peer \textit{p}, there is a Tracker \textit{t}, if \textit{p} executes register, \textit{t} shall log.”
Table 3.5: Element Quantifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blocks</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ⟨quantification of amount⟩    | Mandatory. To specify the scope for applying the requirement. There are two types of ⟨quantification of amount⟩: universal quantifier and existential quantifier. | Universal quantifier: “all”, “any”, “every”  
Existential quantifier: “a”, “one”, “some”. |
| subject                      | Mandatory. Subjects affected by the quantifier. |                                                             |
| instance                     | Mandatory. The specific variable of the subject. |                                                             |
| ⟨separator⟩                  | Optional. Indicator to start describing conditions related to the quantifier’s instance. | “where”, “such that”. |
| ⟨Condition⟩                  | Optional. It appears following separators to describe the condition(s) of variables. |                                                             |

- **TP_01_unregister**: “For any Peer p, there is a Tracker t, such that p is registered to t, if p executes unregister, t shall log.”

- **TP_01_mutex**: “For any Peer p, there is a Tracker t, if t executes log, p shall register or p shall unregister.”

Figure 3.5 illustrates the decomposition of the requirement **TP_01_register**. The requirement is decomposed following the defined grammar until the terminal symbol (i.e., Quantifier, Observing Event, Occurring Action, or Condition) is reached. The specific values (i.e., the bold strings in the grammar) are mapped or referred from the DSO and DSO instance. In particular, requirement **TP_01_register** has Main and Constraint clauses and scopes them by Quantifier-01 and Quantifier-02. The Constraint clause specifies the observation of event “p executes register”, and the Main
clause specifies the occurrence of action “t shall log”. DSO instances contains the values deduced from the DSO’s concepts. Then, the placeholders use those values to complete the requirements.

Figure 3.5: The decomposition of requirement TP_01_register

The original requirements Req_action and Req_constraints are related to the action speak of subject Peer and action broadcast of subject Tracker. Therefore, we write those requirements in NaturalBIP as follows:

- **TP_02_mutex**: “For any Peer p, (p shall either speak or listen).”

- **TP_02_speak**: “For any Peer p, there is a Tracker t, such that p is registered to t, if t executes broadcast, p shall speak and for all Peer p1, where p1 is registered to t and p1 is different with p, p1 shall not speak.”

- **TP_02_listen**: “For any Peer p, there is a Tracker t where p is registered to t, if t executes broadcast, p shall listen or for all Peer p1, such that p1 is registered to t and p1 is different with p, p1 shall listen.”

**TP_02_mutex** describes a constraint that a specific instance of Peer cannot speak and listen at a time. In the case that there are more than one instance of Peer registered to the same Tracker’s instance, **TP_02_speak** states that at most one instance of Peer can speak, while **TP_02_listen** claims that more than one instance of Peer can listen in a specific moment. The three requirements have the same **TP_02** part in their name because they associate each other following the description in **Req_action** and **Req_constraint** in Example 3.1.1.

Figure 3.6 presents the decomposition of requirement **TP_02_speak**. This requirement includes Main and Constraint clauses. Both of them are affected by quantifier-01.
Figure 3.6: The decomposition of requirement TP_02_speak
and quantifier-02. quantifier-02 contains condition-01, which describes the constraint between variables p and t. The Constraint describes the observation of event event-01, which expresses that instance t of Tracker executes action broadcast. After observing that event, the Main clause contains a compound expression expressions-01, which specifies the occurrence of action action-02 and a sub-compound expression (i.e., expressions-02). expressions-02 includes quantifier-03 and action-03, where quantifier-03 expresses variable p1 and a conjunction of two conditions, condition-02 and condition-03; and action-03 expresses that p1 shall not speak.

3.3 NaturalBIP Compiler

In Section 3.2, we have proposed the NaturalBIP language for writing functional requirements for cloud applications. In this section, we propose an automated generation of the artifacts, including the JavaBIP macro, data transfers, and constraints from the functional requirements written in the NaturalBIP language. Figure 3.7 shows the overall process of the NaturalBIP compiler step by step, together with the corresponding input and output data:

Input: (i) the application design, and (ii) the NaturalBIP requirements

Output: JavaBIP artifacts for the implementation

- Step 1 Pre-processing: Analyzing the NaturalBIP requirements to get the information of Quantifier, Interaction, and Condition; and skolemizing the requirements (cf. Section 3.3.1).

- Step 2 Boolean Encoding: Generating Boolean formulas from requirements by handling patterns.

- Step 3 Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) Transformation: Using PBL—an open-source tool for handling Boolean formulas following algorithms proposed in [40]—to generate CNF clauses (see Section 2.3.1).

- Step 4 Dual-Horn Generator: Calculating dual-Horn clauses from the CNF obtained in the previous step. The dual-Horn clauses present the interactions between the system’s components [39].

- Step 5 BIP Generator: Generating artifacts, including JavaBIP macros, data transfers, conditions, and BIP connector in the form of the algebra of connectors (AC) [39].
3.3 NaturalBIP Compiler

3.3.1 Pre-processing

Pre-processing converts the requirements written in NaturalBIP into input for PBL (i.e., Boolean formulas). This process is performed in the following steps:

1. Pre-processing of NaturalBIP requirements.

The output of the NaturalBIP compiler is the JavaBIP macro, which describes the interaction between system components through actions. Therefore, requirements written in the NaturalBIP contain descriptive information about some components’ states that must be transformed into the corresponding actions. Based on the FSM specification in the design, the transformation converts state description to the disjunction of actions leading to that state. For example,

To depict the use of some special expressions, consider a hypothetical requirement named HTP (i.e., hypothetical Tracker-Peer example) that specifies “For any Tracker \(t\), while \(t\) is in TrackerInit, there is a Peer \(p\), where \(p\) is registered to \(t\), (\(p\) shall either speak or listen) and \(p\) shall not unregister.”, where Peer and Tracker are components having the corresponding FSMs described in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.7: The process for the generation of JavaBIP artifacts from NaturalBIP requirements

Figure 3.8: The finite state machines of Tracker and Peer
State TrackerInit has two incoming transitions: log and broadcast. Thus, state TrackerInit is replaced with two actions log and broadcast and “while” connective is replaced by “if” because “while” specifies the state values. The original requirement will be rewritten as “For any Tracker t, if (t shall log or t shall broadcast), there is a Peer p, where p is registered to t, (p shall either speak or listen) and p shall not unregister.” (cf. Step 1 in Figure 3.9).

The expression “either ... or ...” in our language will be presented by “A XOR B” in Boolean formulas. The requirement HTP becomes “For any Tracker t, if (t shall log or t shall broadcast), there is a Peer p, where p is registered to t, (p shall speak XOR p shall listen) and p shall ~unregister.” (cf. steps 2 and 3 in Figure 3.9).

![Figure 3.9: The pre-processing of requirement HTP](image)

2. Collecting components
   After being pre-processed, the requirement is analyzed to extract quantifiers and actions following the corresponding grammar rules in Table 3.1 (cf. steps (1) and (2) in Figure 3.10). To collect the conditions, first, remove the quantifiers and actions obtained in steps (1) and (2) from the request (cf. step (3) in Figure 3.10). Then split the remaining string with the “and” / “or” operators as keywords; remove the keywords (i.e., if, while) and parentheses to get the conditions (cf. step (4) in Figure 3.10). Finally, actions and conditions are converted to variables for Boolean formulas and updated into the requirement (cf. step (5) in Figure 3.10).

3. Skolemization
   Skolemization is a process of removing quantifiers from a predicate logic formula.
3.3 NaturalBIP Compiler

Assume that a requirement \(REQ\) has an existential quantifier describing the instance \(e_i\) of a class \(C\) and a universal quantifier describing instance \(u_i\) of class \(C'\). If the existential quantifier is inside the universal quantifier, \(e_i\) will be replaced with a new value composed by the concatenation of the requirement name, instance name in the universal quantifier, and its name (cf. equation(1.4)). In particular, \(e_i\) will be replaced with \(REQuiei\).

\[
e_i = \begin{cases} REQuiei, & \text{ if } e_i \text{ is bounded in } u_i. \\ e_i, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (3.3)
\]

In this way, the instance \(p\) in the hypothetical example \(HTP\) is replaced with \(HTP_{tp}\). Thus, the \(HTP\) becomes: “if \((t_{\text{log}} \text{ or } t_{\text{broadcast}}), HTP_{tp} \text{ is registered to } t \) and \((HTP_{tp} \text{ speak } \text{ XOR } HTP_{tp} \text{ listen}) \) and \(\neg HTP_{tp} \text{ unregister.}\)” (cf. step (5) in Figure 3.10).

Regarding the requirement \(TP_02\), which includes three related requirements \(TP_02_{\text{mutex}}, TP_02_{\text{speak}}\) and \(TP_02_{\text{listen}}\), its Boolean formulas after the pre-processing are shown in Listing 3.1:

Listing 3.1: \texttt{req-file} contains the Boolean formulas of requirement \(TP_02\)
3.3.2 Boolean Encoding

Boolean Encoding is the process of converting requirements containing Constraint clauses (i.e., “if”, “while”, “after”, and “before”) into Boolean formulas. Among grammar rules in Table 3.3, the pre-processing step converted “while” clause to “if” clause. Assume that the compound expression in Main contains a disjunction of $n$ sub-expression (i.e., $\bigvee_{i=1}^{n} expr_i$) and $expr_i$ are conjunctions of elements state value, observing event, occurring action, or Condition (as shown in Table 3.1). We denote the conjunctions as $\bigwedge_{j=1}^{[expr_i]} elm_{ij}^i$.

We write $Elm$ to denote an element in the $Main$ clause. The grammar rules for “if”, “while”, and “after” are presented in formulas (3.4):

$$\text{if/after Constraint, Main} \equiv \text{if/after Constraint, } \bigvee_{i=1}^{n} \bigwedge_{j=1}^{[expr_i]} elm_{ij}^i$$

(3.4)

This pattern will be converted to Boolean formulas as equation (3.5):

$$\bigwedge_{i=1}^{n} \bigwedge_{j=1}^{[expr_i]} (elm_{ij}^i \implies \text{Constraint} \land \bigwedge_{j' \neq j} elm_{ij'}^i)$$

(3.5)

As mentioned in Table 3.3, the grammar “Before Constraint, Main” states that “globally, Constraint is absent in the occurrence of Main”, so the corresponding Boolean formula for this grammar is shown in formula (3.6):

$$\bigwedge_{i=1}^{n} \bigwedge_{j=1}^{[expr_i]} (elm_{ij}^i \implies \lnot\text{Constraint} \land \bigwedge_{j' \neq j} elm_{ij'}^i)$$

(3.6)
### 3.3.3 Dual-Horn clauses generation

Given a formula $F$ in conjunctive normal form (CNF), where $F = C_1 \land C_2 \land \cdots \land C_n$ and $C_i = \neg x_1 \lor \cdots \lor \neg x_m \lor y_1 \lor \cdots \lor y_k$, where $\neg x_j (j \in [1, m])$ are negative literals and $y_l (l \in [1, k])$ are positive literals, the dual-Horn clauses are computed as follows:

1. For each clause $C_i$ in $F$:
   - If $C_i$ contains at most one negative literal (i.e., $m <= 1$), keep $C_i$
   - Otherwise, split $C_i$ into the disjunction of multiple clauses, $C_i = C_i^1 \lor \cdots \lor C_i^m = \neg x_1 \lor y_1 \cdots \lor y_k \lor \cdots \lor \neg x_m \lor y_1 \cdots \lor y_k$

2. Conjoin the resulting clauses with the logical “and” (i.e., $\land$) operator to obtain the final formula. Assume that clause $C_1$ contains more than one negative literal, the final formula $F = (C_1^1 \land C_2 \land \cdots \land C_n) \lor \cdots \lor (C_1^m \land C_2 \land \cdots \land C_n)$ is the disjunction of dual-horn clauses.

The process to generate dual-Horn clauses [39] consists of the following steps:

- **Step 1: generate CNF clauses using PBL library.**

Listing 3.2 shows CNF clauses generated from Boolean expressions (described in Listing 3.1) using the PBL library.

```plaintext
Listing 3.2: CNF clauses generated from the Boolean formulas in req_file in Listing 3.1

// 1. generated CNF clauses
(- (p_speak) | p1_is_registered_to_TP02speakptt) & (- (p_speak) | p1_is_different_with_p) & (- (p1_speak) | -(p_speak)) & (- (p_speak) | p_is_registered_to_TP02speakptt) & (- (p_speak) | TP02speakptt_broadcast) & (p_speak | pListen) & (- (p_speak) | p_speak) & (- (pListen) | p_listen) & (- (p_speak) | p_listen) & (- (p1_speak) | p1_is_registered_to_TP02listenptt) & (- (p1_speak) | p1_is_different_with_p) & (- (p1_speak) | p1_is_registered_to_TP02listenptt) & (- (p1_speak) | TP02listenptt_broadcast) & (- (p1_listen) | p1_is_registered_to_TP02listenptt) & (- (p1_listen) | TP02listenptt_broadcast)
```

- **Step 2: synthesize clauses that have the same negative elements**

Considering any two different clauses $cnf_clauses[i]$ and $cnf_clauses[j]$ in the given CNF formula, we denote by $cnf_clauses[i].neg$ and $cnf_clauses[j].neg$ the sets of negative variables and by $cnf_clauses[i].pos$ and $cnf_clauses[j].pos$ the
sets of positive variables in `cnf_clauses[i]` and `cnf_clauses[j]`, respectively. If two negative sets of `cnf_clauses[i]` and `cnf_clauses[j]` are equivalent (line 10 in Algorithm 1), assign `cnf_clauses[i].neg` to `temp_clauses.neg`. The `temp_clauses.pos` is the Cartesian product of `cnf_clauses[i].pos` and `cnf_clauses[j].pos` (lines 12 and 13). If the `temp_clauses.pos` is not empty, add it into the `synthesized_cnf_clauses` (lines 17-19). For example, the two CNF clauses “(\neg x1 \mid y1 \mid y2) & (\neg x1 \mid z1 \mid z2)” will be replaced by “\neg x1 \mid y1\&z1 \mid y1\&z2 \mid y2\&z1 \mid y2\&z2”.

**Algorithm 1** Combine clauses having the same negative variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Require: cnf_clauses (\triangleright) given set of CNF clauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensure: synthesized_cnf_clauses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: synthesized_cnf_clauses := {}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: combined_clauses := {}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: i := 0 (\triangleright) counter variable for iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: while i &lt; cnf_clauses.size() do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: \quad if cnf_clauses[i] (\in) combined_clauses then (\triangleright) ignore combined clauses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: \quad continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: \quad initialize temp_clauses (\triangleright) create a temporary clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: \quad \quad for j (\in) [i + 1, cnf_clauses.size()] do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: \quad \quad \quad if cnf_clauses[i].neg = cnf_clauses[j].neg then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: \quad \quad \quad \quad temp_clause.neg := cnf_clauses[i].neg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: \quad \quad \quad \quad cnf_clauses[i].pos := cnf_clauses[i].pos \times cnf_clauses[j].pos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: \quad \quad \quad \quad temp_clause.pos := cnf_clauses[i].pos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: \quad \quad \quad \quad combined_clauses := combined_clauses \cup {cnf_clauses[j]}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: \quad \quad end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: \quad end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17: \quad if temp_clause.pos.size() (\neq) 0 then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18: \quad synthesized_cnf_clauses := synthesized_cnf_clauses \cup temp_clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19: \quad end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20: i := i + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21: end while</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Listing 3.3:** `cnf_clauses` after being synthesized

```
{(p_speak) \mid p1_is_different_with_p \& TP02speakptt_broadcast \& p_is_registered_to_TP02speakptt \& p1_is_registered_to_TP02speakptt}
&{(p_speak) \mid p1_is_different_with_p \& TP02speakptt_broadcast \& p_is_registered_to_TP02speakptt}
&{(p1_listen) \mid p_is_registered_to_TP02listenptt \& TP02listenptt_broadcast}
&{(p1_listen) \mid p_is_registered_to_TP02listenptt \& TP02listenptt_broadcast}
&{(p1_speak) \mid \neg (p_speak)}
&{(p_speak) \mid p_listen}
&{(p_speak) \mid \neg (p_listen)}
```
**3.3 NaturalBIP Compiler**

- **Step 3: collect conditions to relevant negative actions**
  We introduce a causal rule (Definition 3.3.1) that provides mechanism for computing BIP connectors [39].

**Definition 3.3.1 (Causal rule [39])**

A causal rule is a $\mathbb{B}[P]$ formula $E \implies C$, where $E$ (the effect) is a constant true or an action variable $p \in P$; and $C$ (the cause) is a constant (true or false) or a disjunction of interactions, i.e., $\bigvee_{i=1}^{n} a_i$ where, for $i \in [1, n]$, $a_i$ are conjunctions of action variables (i.e., $a \in 2^P$).

There are three types of causal rules with constants:

1. $\text{true} \implies a$ expresses that the considered interaction contains $a$,
2. The form $p \implies \text{true}$ are satisfied by all interactions, and
3. $p \implies \text{false}$ expresses that the considered interaction does not contain $p$.

**Definition 3.3.2 (Interaction)**

An interaction $a \in 2^P$ satisfies a formula $R \in \mathbb{B}[P]$ (denoted $a \models R$) iff the corresponding boolean valuation satisfies $R$. A term $x \in \mathcal{AI}(P)$ (i.e., algebra of interactions [38]) satisfies $R$ (denoted $x \models R$) iff all interactions belonging to $x$ satisfy $R$, that is

$x \models R \iff \forall a \in x, a \models R$

A non-constant causal rule can be represented in the form $\overline{p} \lor \bigvee_{i=1}^{n} a_i$ where, $p$ is a variable belonging to the action set $P$ of the whole system (i.e., $p \in P$), and $a_i$ with $i \in [1, n]$ are conjunctions of action variables (i.e., $a \in 2^P$). Therefore, if one of the negative variables in a clause is a condition, it must be combined with the related negative action by De Morgan’s laws [104]. For example, consider the clause “$\neg p\_speak \lor \neg p\_listen \lor \neg p\_is\_registered\_to\_t$”, where “$p\_is\_registered\_to\_t$” is a condition and the action “$p\_speak$” is related to the condition “$p\_is\_registered\_to\_t$” because they have the same instance value “p”. Thus, they must be combined to have a new clause “$(p\_speak \land p\_is\_registered\_to\_t) \lor \neg p\_listen$”, which presents two actions in the corresponding causal rule. Listing 3.3 has no change because the clauses do not contain any negative conditions.

- **Step 4: generate the sets of dual-Horn clauses**

Dual-Horn clauses are the disjunctions of variables whereof at most one is negative and, consequently, consists of non-constant causal rules. The synthesized CNF clauses in Listing 3.3 contain two clauses having two negative variables (lines 4 and 6). Thus, four sets of dual-Horn clauses are computed, as shown in Listing 3.4.
Since each dual-Horn clause is a causal rule, a dual-Horn set is a system of causal rules defined in Definition 3.3.3 [39].

**Definition 3.3.3 (System of Causal rules)**

A system of causal rules is a set $R = \{p \rightarrow x_p\}_{p \in P'}$, where $P' \equiv P \cup \{\text{true}\}$. An interaction $a \in 2^{P'}$ satisfies the system $R$ (denoted $a \models R$), iff $a \models \bigwedge_{p \in P'} (p \rightarrow x_p)$. We denote by $|R|$ the union of interactions satisfying $R$:

$$|R| \equiv \sum_{a \models R} a$$

Listing 3.5 shows four systems of causal rules for the corresponding dual-Horn clauses in Listing 3.4 by removing conditions.
Listing 3.5: The systems of causal rules corresponding to the sets of dual-Horn clauses

```python
{ p_speak => TP02speakptt_broadcast,
  p_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p1_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p1_speak => false,  // ~(p1_speak)
  true => p_speak | p_listen,
  p_speak => false
},
{ p_speak => TP02speakptt_broadcast,
  p_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p1_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p_speak => false,
  true => p_speak | p_listen,
  p_speak => false
},
{ p_speak => TP02speakptt_broadcast,
  p_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p1_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p1_speak => false,
  true => p_speak | p_listen,
  p_speak => false
},
{ p_speak => TP02speakptt_broadcast,
  p_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p1_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p_speak => false,
  true => p_speak | p.Listen,
  p_speak => false
}
```

The causal rules can be simplified as follows:

\[
\{p \implies a_1, p \implies a_2\} \sim \{p \implies a_1 \land a_2\} \tag{3.7}
\]

Furthermore, notice that \(a_1 \lor a_1 a_2 = a_1\), thus causal rules can be also simplified accordingly:

\[
(p \implies (a_1 \lor a_1 a_2)) \sim (p \implies a_1) \tag{3.8}
\]

All the causal rules are simplified and absorbed using (3.7) and (3.8). Listing 3.6 illustrates the system of causal rule following simplification and absorption. In this listing, the causal rule \(p \implies false\) and its port \(p\) are also removed.

Listing 3.6: The systems of causal rules after simplifying and absorbing

```python
{ p_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  p1_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast,
  true => p_listen
}
```
Each system of causal rules contains causal rules with constant (cf. Definition 3.3.1), including $true \Rightarrow \bigvee_i p_i$ and $p_i \Rightarrow true$, where $p_i$ are actions in the considered system of causal rules. Listing 3.7 presents the systems of causal rules after adding the causal rules with constant.

**Listing 3.7: The systems of causal rules after adding causal rules with constant**

```plaintext
{ p_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast, p1_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast, true => p_listen },
{ p_speak => TP02speakptt_broadcast, p1_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast, true => p_speak },
{ p1_listen => TP02listenptt_broadcast, }
```

- **Step 5: saturate the systems of causal rules**

The systems of causal rules need to be saturated to construct BIP connectors.

**Definition 3.3.4 (Saturated System of Causal Rules [39])**

A system of causal rules $\{ p_i \Rightarrow x_i \}_{i=1}^n$ is **saturated** iff, for all $i \in [1, n]$, $x_i = x_i[(x_jp_j)/p_j]$, where $x_i[(x_jp_j)/p_j]$ is obtained by substituting $(x_jp_j)$ for $p_j$ in $x_i$, for all $j \neq i$. 
For example, consider a system of causal rules $\mathcal{CR}(P) = \{ p \implies a_p, q \implies pa_q \}$, where $p, q \in P$ are ports, and $a_p, a_q \in 2^P$ are interactions. We obtain the saturated system of causal semantic $\mathcal{CR}_{sat}(P) = \{ p \implies a_p, q \implies pa_p a_q \}$ by substituting $pa_p$ for $p$ in the second rule. Obviously, $\mathcal{CR}(P)$ and $\mathcal{CR}_{sat}(P)$ are equivalent:

$$(p \implies a_p) \land (q \implies pa_q) = (\overline{p} \lor a_p) \land (\overline{q} \lor pa_q)$$

$$= \overline{p} \overline{q} \lor a_p a_q = \overline{p} \overline{q} \lor pa_p a_q a_p$$

$$= (\overline{p} \lor a_p) \land (\overline{q} \lor pa_p a_q) = (p \implies a_p) \land (q \implies pa_p a_q)$$

Listing 3.8 shows the saturated systems of causal rules for the corresponding one in Listing 3.7.

**Listing 3.8: Saturated systems of causal rules**

```java
{  
    p_listen => p_listen & TP02listenptt_broadcast,  
    p1_listen => p1_listen & TP02listenptt_broadcast,  
    TP02listenptt_broadcast => true,  
    true => TP02listenptt_broadcast  
},

{  
    p_listen => p_listen & TP02listenptt_broadcast,  
    p1_listen => p1_listen & TP02listenptt_broadcast,  
    TP02listenptt_broadcast => true,  
    true => TP02listenptt_broadcast  
},

{  
    p_speak => TP02speakptt_broadcast & p_speak,  
    p1_listen => p1_listen & TP02listenptt_broadcast,  
    TP02listenptt_broadcast => true,  
    TP02speakptt_broadcast => true,  
    true => TP02listenptt_broadcast | TP02speakptt_broadcast  
},

{  
    p1_listen => p1_listen & TP02listenptt_broadcast,  
    TP02listenptt_broadcast => true,  
    true => TP02listenptt_broadcast  
}
```

### 3.3.4 JavaBIP artifacts generation

JavaBIP macros represent BIP connectors in Java implementation to coordinate the components’ activities at runtime. Algorithm 2 presents how to generate the macro codes from the dual-Horn clauses representing the systems of causal rules in Listing 3.7.

For each clause in the considered dual-Horn set (lines 5 and 6 in Algorithm 2), if it is a non-constant clause (lines 8), save it into the requires set (line 9) to generate corresponding JavaBIP macro for require part (lines 17-19). For example, the clause “~(p_speak) | TP02speakptt_broadcast” is used to synthesize JavaBIP macro “port(Peer.class
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"speak"). requires (Tracker.class, "broadcast"). In this transformation, the instances’ names are replaced with the corresponding class names in the design (line 16).

Each sub-set in the dualHorn_clauses_sets contains a clause presenting the causal rule “true \( \iff \bigwedge_{i=1}^{n} p_i \)” (line 10). The set of accepts is computed by the union operation of such clauses (line 11) in all the sub-set. Based on the accepts, we generate “accepts_macro” by each element in accepts accepts all the others (lines 20-22).

Listing 3.9 explains the process of generating “accepts_macro”. From the set of actions (line 2), we replace instances names with classes name (line 5) then generate “accepts” part for JavaBIP macro (lines 8-10). Finally, the JavaBIP macro is generated as shown in Listing 3.10.

Algorithm 2 JavaBIP macro generation

```
1: Input: dualHorn_clauses   \triangleright sets of dual-Horn clauses
2: Output: javaBIP_GlueBuilder \triangleright JavaBIP macros
3: init accepts
4: init requires
5: for sub_set in dualHorn_clauses_sets do
6:     for clause in sub_set do
7:         if clause.pos \( \neq \emptyset \) then
8:             if clause.neg \( \neq \emptyset \) then \triangleright This is a non-constant clause
9:                 requires := requires \( \cup \) \{clause\}
10:             else \triangleright This clause contains set of interactions
11:                 accepts := accepts \( \cup \) clause.pos
12:         end if
13:     end if
14: end for
15: //replace instance names with corresponding class names in requires and accepts
16: for clause in requires do
17:     require_macro += 'port("+"+clause.neg+" requires("++",".join(clause.pos)+")");'
18: end for
19: for elm_i in accepts do
20:     accepts_macro += 'port("+elm_i+").accepts("++",".join(accepts \{elm_j\}) + ");'
21: end for
22: return require_macro + accept_macro
```

Listing 3.9: Accept parts generated from the set of actions

```
//accepts ~ set of actions
accepts = {'TP02listenptt_broadcast', 'p_speak', 'TP02speakptt_broadcast', 'p_listen', 'p1_listen'}

// replace instances names with classes name
accepts = {'Tracker.broadcast', 'Peer.speak', 'Tracker.broadcast', 'Peer.listen', 'Peer.listen'}
```
3.3 NaturalBIP Compiler

```java
// generate corresponding accepts_macro
port(Peer.class, "listen").accepts(Peer.class, "speak", Peer.class, "listen", Tracker.class, "broadcast");
port(Peer.class, "speak").accepts(Peer.class, "listen", Tracker.class, "broadcast");
port(Tracker.class, "broadcast").accepts(Tracker.class, "broadcast", Peer.class, "speak", Peer.class, "listen");
```

Listing 3.10: Generated JavaBIP macros

```
port(Peer.class, "listen").requires(Tracker.class, "broadcast");
port(Peer.class, "speak").requires(Tracker.class, "broadcast");
port(Peer.class, "listen").accepts(Peer.class, "listen", Tracker.class, "broadcast", Peer.class, "speak");
port(Peer.class, "speak").accepts(Peer.class, "listen", Tracker.class, "broadcast");
port(Tracker.class, "broadcast").accepts(Peer.class, "listen", Tracker.class, "broadcast", Peer.class, "speak");
```

The GlueBuilder contains JavaBIP macros and data transfers between components at runtime. To generate such information, we consider the conditions. If the condition template is \(\langle instance_1 \rangle \text{ is/has/can something } \langle instance_i \rangle\) (where \(i \geq 0\)) and the subject of \(\langle instance_1 \rangle\) is different from the subject of \(\langle instance_i \rangle\), there is a data transfer from \(\langle subject_i \rangle\) to \(\langle subject_1 \rangle\). Thus, the generated data transfer for requirement TP_02 is “data(Tracker.class,"Tracker2Peer_data").to(Peer.class,"Tracker2Peer_data");”. This data transfer is generated from condition “is_registered_to” which is for “TP02_speakt_p_is_registered_to_t, TP02_listentp_is_registered_to_t, p1_is_registered_to_t”.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, JavaBIP classes contain @Guard functions specifying the condition to fire FSM’s transitions. Each condition is considered as a @Guard (i.e., a boolean function). The boolean functions are generated as a template with the default returning value set as “True”. Depending on the context of the requirements, developers write the actual content for those functions. The parameters of those functions are generated depending on the kind of \(\langle subject_i \rangle\):

- If \(\langle subject_i \rangle\) is empty, there is no parameter,
- If \(\langle subject_i \rangle\) is the same as \(\langle subject_1 \rangle\), generate a normal parameter,
- In Peer.java:
  ```java
  @Guard(name="is_different_from")
  public boolean is_different_from(Peer Peer_ins) {
    return true;
  }
  ```
- If \(\langle subject_i \rangle\) is different from \(\langle subject_1 \rangle\), the generated parameter is a @Data received through the specified data transfers.
- In Peer.java:
  ```java
  @Guard(name="is_registered_to")
  public boolean is_registered_to (@Data(name="Tracker2Peer_data") Tracker Tracker_ins) {
    return true;
  }
  ```
3.3.5 BIP Connectors generation

Algorithm 3 describes the process of generating BIP connectors. This algorithm is a variation of the algorithm constructing a causal interaction tree from a saturated system of causal rules [39], and the correctness argument for our algorithm is similar to that in [39]. The input of Algorithm 3 is a set of atomic interactions computed from the system of causal rules. Let $X = \{ p \implies x_p \}_{p \in P}$ be a saturated system of causal rules, with $x_p = \bigvee_{i=1}^{n_p} a_i^p$, $atomic\_interaction\_set = \{ pa_p^p | p \in P \cup \{ true \}, i \in [1, n_p] \}$. The output is BIP connectors, which are the textual representation of $\mathcal{AC}(P)$.

Consider a set of interactions $\{ p, pq, pqrt \}$, and each element is a set of ports. Thus, the input for the algorithm is “ais = \{\{p\}, \{p,q\}, \{p,q,r,t\}\}”. In the first steps, the algorithm detects and separates the triggers (triggers) (i.e., “\{\{p\}\}”) and the remaining elements (remains) (i.e., “\{\{p,q\}, \{p,q,r,t\}\}”), where the triggers are sets with a single element (lines 3 and 4).

```plaintext
Algorithm 3 BIP connectors generation

Input: ais ▷ set of atomic interactions computed from dual-Horn clauses
Output: bip_connector ▷ BIP connectors formalized in $\mathcal{AC}(P)$

1: procedure genConnector(ais)
2:   initialize triggers, remains, result_str
3:   triggers = \{ais_i | card(ais_i) = 1\}
4:   remains = ais \ triggers
5:   triggers = triggers \cup get_intersection(remains)
6:   if triggers = \emptyset then
7:     result_str += gen_rendezvous_str (remains)
8:   else
9:     result_str += gen_triggers_str (triggers)
10:   end if
11:   for each trigger in triggers do
12:     dependent_elements = get_dependent_elements(remains, trigger)
13:     if is_connector(dependent_elements) then
14:       result_str += GENCONNECTOR(dependent_elements)
15:     else
16:       result_str += gen_rendezvous_str(dependent_elements)
17:     end if
18:   end for
19:   return result_str
20: end procedure
```
3.3 NaturalBIP Compiler

Function `get_intersection(remains)` takes input as the `remains` to compute an interaction that is a sub-interaction of all `remains`’ elements. If the computed one is not empty and does not contain elements in `triggers`, it will be added into `triggers` (line 5). In this example, although the intersection of “{p, q}” and “{p, q, r, t}” is “{p, q}”, `triggers` contains “{p}”. Thus, `triggers` does not add “{p, q}” into it.

Considering `triggers`, if `triggers` is empty, the input presents a Rendezvous connector (lines 6 and 7). Function `gen_rendezvous_str(remains)` generates the textual representation of the Rendezvous connector. For instance, if `triggers` = `{}` and `remains` = `{{p, q}}`, `result_str` is “(p)-(q)” (i.e., pq in \(\mathcal{AC}(P)\)). Otherwise, generating the textual representation of triggers (line 9). At this step, because `triggers` = `{p}` the `result_str` appends “(p)” using function `gen_triggers_str(triggers)`.

In the next step, function `get_dependent_elements(remains, trigger)` calculates elements in `remains` which are dependent on each element in `triggers` (line 12). For example, for `triggers` = `{p}` and `remains` = `{{p, q}, {p, q, r, t}}`, the function returns `{{q}, {q, r, t}}`. If `dependent_elements` is a connector (line 13), invoke the algorithm recursively with the input is `dependent_elements` (line 14). In particular, function `is_connector(dependent_elements)` checks whether the intersection of any two elements in `dependent_elements` is not empty. If it is not empty, `dependent_elements` is considered a set that constructs a connector. In this example, `dependent_elements` is a connector because the intersection of `{q}` and `{q, r, t}` is `{q}` (i.e., not empty). Thus, we run the algorithm recursively on the set `{{q}, {q, r, t}}`. Following the above steps, there is another trigger (i.e., “(q)’") and the `dependent_elements` = `[‘r’, ‘t’]`. If `dependent_elements` is not a connector (line 15), generate a textual representation for `synchronon` elements as a Rendezvous connector (line 16). As a result, the BIP connector of `{{q}, {q, r, t}}` is `q'[rt]` (the corresponding textual representation is “(q)’-[{(r)-(t)}]”) and the final BIP connector is `p'[q'[rt]]` (the corresponding textual representation is “(p)’-[{(q)’-[{(r)-(t)}]}]

Listing 3.11 illustrates the generated BIP connectors (lines 7-9) from the sets of atomic interactions (lines 2-4) conforms to the saturated systems of causal rules in Listing 3.8.

```
Listing 3.11: Generated BIP connectors
1 // sets of atomic interactions
2 {{'TP02listenptt_broadcast'}, {'p_listen', 'TP02listenptt_broadcast'}, {'p1_listen', 'TP02listenptt_broadcast'}},
3 {{'p1_listen', 'TP02listenptt_broadcast'}, {'p_speak', 'TP02speakptt_broadcast'}, {'TP02listenptt_broadcast'}, {'TP02speakptt_broadcast'}},
4 {{'p1_listen', 'TP02listenptt_broadcast'}, {'TP02listenptt_broadcast'}}
5 // corresponding generated BIP connectors
6 (Tracker.broadcast)’−(Peer.listen)−(Peer.listen)
7 (Tracker.broadcast)’−(Tracker.broadcast)’−(Peer.speak)−(Peer.listen)
8 (Tracker.broadcast)’−(Tracker.broadcast)’−(Peer.speak)−(Peer.listen)
```
3.4 Summary

Based on the ontology-driven requirement engineering and semantic analysis approach, we proposed NaturalBIP—a domain-specific language to specify the functional requirements of cloud applications. In this language, we defined grammar rules and templates with ontology-based semantics to tackle the ambiguity of the natural language syntax and express the semantic relationships and implicit assumptions through the information in the NRO.

We also proposed the NaturalBIP compiler for producing BIP connectors and JavaBIP GlueBuilder to coordinate component interactions at runtime following an exogenous approach. The compilation includes:

1. analyzing the requirements to collect quantifiers and actions defined in the design and explore the system’s conditions/constraints, then generate corresponding Boolean formulas for each requirement,

2. computing dual-Horn clauses representing all possible allowed interactions of the system,

3. generating BIP connectors specify the interactions between the system’s components,

4. generating JavaBIP artifacts, including JavaBIP macros, data transfers, and boolean functions (i.e., guards) for classes,

5. handles some basic errors, such as undefined actions or states of classes from the requirement written in NaturalBIP language.

In general, we provide a tool for system designers to write functional requirements explicitly (cf. Section 3.2) and developers to implement the application following an exogenous approach (cf. Section 3.3). We demonstrated the whole process through the example of Tracker-Peer communication.
Chapter 4

Towards Exogenous Coordination of Concurrent Cloud Applications

This chapter proposes a methodology to develop and maintain cloud applications following the exogenous approach. To illustrate the idea, we propose a new framework named OCCIwareBIP, which integrates JavaBIP—a framework for the exogenous coordination of concurrent Java components into OCCIware—a framework for designing cloud applications. From the OCCIwareBIP design, we generate an executable model to verify the deadlock-free property of the cloud application. Finally, we present an example to show the ability of our approach to guarantee the safety and benefits of modularization in developing cloud applications.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: We introduce the context and motivation leading to our contributions in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 specifies an example used in the rest of the chapter. Section 4.3 provides an overview of our OCCIwareBIP toolchain and presents algorithms to generate artifacts supporting the exogenous coordination and deadlock-freedom verification. Section 4.4 demonstrates how the example is implemented to evaluate the proposed approach. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 4.5.

4.1 Introduction

Cloud computing has become the dominant delivery model for computing resources [24]. It plays an essential role in several business models and academic research by providing services such as Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) [16]. When cloud applications run, there is little control over their resource use and requirements. The applications must be able to dynamically adapt their behaviors to the changes in cloud resource availability. Essentially, any application entity, beyond simply computing a specific function, must communicate and share resources with other entities. Correct coordination of resource access between concurrent
entities of cloud applications is critical for meeting user and system requirements while avoiding operational faults and deadlocks.

In traditional development, the codes coordinating entities’ access to available resources are often interleaved with software components’ business functionality. This complicates application maintenance when facing policy changes. Although maintenance can be supported by change impact analysis [82, 111, 112], this process takes time and effort.

*Exogenous* models and languages [32] were introduced to deal with this problem. The *exogenous* approach distinctly separates computation and coordination code. This separation enhances the reusability of components. Furthermore, other applications with similar interaction patterns may reuse the coordination specification. The advantages of exogenous coordination are supporting and permitting verification techniques to compute components’ code and dependencies between them [25]. Behavior-Interaction-Priority (BIP) [27, 36] is a framework for the component-based design of correct-by-construction applications. It provides a mechanism for coordinating concurrent components. JavaBIP [37, 92] is an open-source Java implementation of the BIP framework for coordinating concurrent components, relying on annotations, component APIs, and external specification files.

The main contribution of this chapter is to propose a methodology to develop and maintain cloud applications following the exogenous approach. To illustrate the idea, we propose a new framework named OCCIwareBIP, which integrates the OCCIware design framework with the exogenous coordination capability using JavaBIP. In the OCCIwareBIP framework, we introduce new concepts for describing action types and specifying behavioral constraints in our NaturalBIP language. Our framework allows developers to generate an executable model to safely manage cloud entities’ access to the resources at run time. We leverage the inherent modularity of exogenous coordination to enable cloud architects easily substitute coordination policies according to the user and system requirements. In addition, the OCCIwareBIP supports users in generating input for iFinder [6] from the cloud application design and the configuration models. iFinder is a compositional deadlock detection tool to ensure the design is deadlock-free.

### 4.2 Motivation & Running Example

This section describes an example that we use to illustrate our approach to ensuring the safety of concurrent cloud application development and the modularity it provides for the specification of coordination policies. Intuitively, *safety properties* state that a specified bad condition never occurs. In concurrent cloud applications, safety properties can formalize access rules to resources. For example, “The number of sequential requests to the same server will never exceed a given threshold”. However, the current design
platforms have no means to specify such information. Thus, it leads to the research question (RQ3): How to support cloud designers with a means to write a high-level abstraction design of a cloud application graphically?

In the life cycle of cloud applications, the functionalities can be updated depending on the change in system/user requirements, which are unpredictable. Modularity provides “option values” for creating new or improving existing functions in software evolution, primarily when a system must satisfy unforeseen future demands [87]. For instance, in the (fictional) example below, we consider four different situations triggering the deployment of a database to be used by the application. Modular applications, where the coordination and computation codes are separated, can be easily adapted to the change of requirements by substituting the appropriate components and adjusting the coordination specification without modifying the functional components. Thus, we need to answer the research question (RQ4): How to effectively adapt to the change in both the design and implementation phases?

To demonstrate our proposed approach, we use the example of Monitor-Switch, a Web application deployed on a Heroku Dyno to direct the requests to a list of servers. In particular, this Web application ensures that when a server reaches the specified threshold for the number of requests, the subsequent activities are switched to run on another server. The application is initialized by choosing a server from a list of servers. The user can then click the button “compute random number” to request a number from 0 to 100 computed by the microservice ComputeRN.

The Web application consists of two components, including Switch and Monitor. Switch provides actions to pick a list of servers (i.e., action addServer), choose an initial server from the list (i.e., action chooseServer), or remove all the picked servers (i.e., action removeAllServers). Monitor communicates to the Switch through action receiveSwitchConfirm. Then, the user can send requests to the server using receiveRandomNumberRequest. The server returns a random number if the number of requests is within the allowed threshold. Otherwise, the Monitor will redirect the request to another server. The switching process is synchronized between the Switch and Monitor.

**Structural Constraints.** In the case where the Heroku Dyno was created without any database add-on, it is necessary to be able to deploy one for saving data when running the Monitor-Switch application.

**Behavioral Constraints.** 1) The application can request random numbers from a specific server at most five times; 2) We consider four different (fictional) scenarios for adding a database add-on to the current Heroku Dyno from the running Web application:

1. User clicks on the “Create Database add-on” button (i.e., Monitor).
2. The returned number is greater than 70 (i.e., Monitor_2): When the user sends a request to the server, and the server calculates a random number value greater than 70, trigger the `addDatabase` action. We assume the random number returned represents the server resource consumption from the corresponding request. Under the above assumption, when the consumption exceeds a certain threshold (i.e., 70), then trigger `addDatabase`.

3. the limitation is nearly reached (i.e., Monitor_3): Before reaching the limit of requests, the `addDatabase` will be fired.

4. the system switches to another server (i.e., Monitor_4): After switching servers, the `addDatabase` will be fired.
4.3 Methodology of extending coordination capability of the OCCIware design

This section describes the workflow of the OCCIwareBIP toolchain, which extends the OCCIware framework to allow the safe management of resources at run time, as shown in Figure 4.2. The light blue boxes show pre-existing artifacts from the OCCIware framework we extended; the dark blue ones are developed in this work.

Figure 4.2: Model-Driven Managing Everything as a Service with OCCIwareBIP
To assist OCCIware architects in designing cloud applications following the exogenous approach, we extend the OCCIware Metamodel described in [131] by defining different concepts required to model components and the coordination between them (Section 4.3.1). Section 4.3.2 describes algorithms to prepare the BIP model and the "inv" file (i.e., instructions to compute the system’s invariants) for the verification using the iFinder model checker. Since the algorithm to generate JavaBIP macro has been introduced in Chapter 3, we describe how to generate the implementation of the component and prove the equivalence between JavaBIP macro and generated BIP connector in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Concepts for extending coordination capability in the OCCIware design

As introduced in Section 4.1, the OCCIware design supports users to specify cloud components and their structural constraints. In contrast, behavior constraints are implemented by developers in the implementation phase. With this approach, the developers must track and analyze impacted codes whenever behavior constraints change, and this process is time-consuming. To quickly adapt to those changes, we defined the concept “Specification” specifying those behavior constraints in design.

Concepts for specifying behavioral constraints. Figure 4.3 illustrates the OCCIwareBIP design of a Web application named Monitor-Switch, where Monitor, Monitor_2, Monitor_3, Monitor_4, Switch, and HerokuController are components (the Monitor_i components encode the corresponding scenario discussed above); and Specification is the new concept specifying the coordination between those components. Components’ behaviors can be represented by an FSM, consisting of a finite set of states and a finite set of transitions between these states. The transitions are associated with the corresponding actions of each OCCIware component.

Listing 4.1: Requirements are specified using “Specification”

```
<annotations name="Specification">
  <annotation id="switchServer_3">For any Monitor_3 m, there is a Switch s, such that m is reached the threshold, m shall switchServer synchronized with s shall switchServer.</annotation>
  <annotation id="switchConfirm_3">For any Monitor_3 m, there is a Switch s, m shall receiveSwitchConfirm synchronized with s shall switchConfirm.</annotation>
  <annotation id="addDB_3">For any Monitor_3 m, there is a HerokuController hc, such that hc can add database, m shall addDatabase synchronized with hc shall addDatabase.</annotation>
  <annotation id="switchServer_4">For any Monitor_4 m, there is a Switch s, m shall switchServer synchronized with s shall switchServer.</annotation>
  <annotation id="switchConfirm_4">For any Monitor_4 m, there is a Switch s, m shall receiveSwitchConfirm synchronized with s shall switchConfirm.
```
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Figure 4.3: The OCCIwareBIP design of the Monitor-Switch Web application
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<annotation id="addDB_4">For any Monitor_4 m, there is a HerokuController hc, such that hc can add database, m shall addDatabase synchronized with hc shall addDatabase.</annotation>

<annotation id="MAIN">switchServer_3, switchConfirm_3, addDB_3</annotation>

Listing 4.1 shows the Specification in details. Each annotation specifies:

- A functional requirements written in our NaturalBIP language (lines 2-9); or

- Annotation “MAIN” indicates the selected requirements from the list of requirements (line 10). To select all the requirements, the value of “MAIN” can be set as “all”. To select all except a small set of requirements, “MAIN” is written in the template “except requirement_i”, where requirement_i are deselected requirements.

Domain-Specific Ontology for the Cloud Domain. To express specification from the cloud domain, we construct a DSO encompassing the cloud domain by mapping the OCCIware metamodel concepts to the corresponding classes in the Behavioral Ontology (see Section 3.2.1.1) as shown in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCCIware metamodel concepts</th>
<th>Behavioral Ontology classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kind</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixin</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>FSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Mapping between the Behavioral Ontology classes and the OCCIware metamodel concepts

Figure 4.4 illustrates our DSO for the cloud domain, which is the semantic model for writing specifications in the NaturalBIP language, following the mapping in Table 4.1.

Concepts for specifying action types. When extending the coordination capability of the OCCIware design, actions in the OCCIware design should be able to describe observed events (i.e., spontaneous), reactions when observing the event (i.e., enforceable), or internally updates the component’s states (i.e., internal). Therefore, we update the OCCI Metamodel by defining a new property named “actiontype” to specify each action type (Figure 4.5).

When declaring actions in the OCCIware design, if the value of “actiontype” is spontaneous or internal, the transition is spontaneous or internal, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Domain-specific ontology for the cloud domain
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```plaintext
= actiontype : String
```

Figure 4.5: Update new property in the OCCI metamodel

The transition is **enforceable** if the value of “actiontype” is **enforceable** or empty (by
default). Figure 4.6 depicts that the action `chooseServer` in component `Switch` is a spontaneous action.

![Properties]

| Name: | `chooseServer` |
| Scheme: | `http://occiwarebip.org/monitorswitch/switch/action#` |
| Title: |  |
| Description: |  |
| Actiontype: | `spontaneous` |

Figure 4.6: The type of action `chooseServer` is spontaneous

### 4.3.2 Generate artifacts for verification

The design can be verified from the specified behavioral constraints to check whether it satisfies some safety properties and is free from deadlocks. In this work, we use iFinder—a compositional deadlock detection and verification tool for BIP models. iFinder expects a BIP model, a `.inv` file, and a set of linear safety properties on input. The `.inv` file specifies the instructions for computing the system’s invariants. It is generated as follows:

- Each component in the OCCIwareBIP design is generated following the template
  “`-at <OCCIwareBIP Component> -a atom--control`”

- Specifying a compound element to control the whole system
  “`-ct <Application_Name>Compound -a control--reachability`”

Options `-at` and `-ct` represent atom type and compound type, respectively. Option `-a` specifies the applied analysis method (see Section 2.3.4).

The BIP model is generated from the OCCIwareBIP design and the OCCI configuration model. Since the BIP model encodes behavior constraints for specific instances, as opposed to component types (Kinds and Mixins) specified in OCCIware, a configuration model is needed to generate BIP connectors. The pseudo-code in Algorithm 4 presents the steps for generating BIP connector definitions. The input is the textual representation of the BIP connector, and the output is the set of connector type definitions in the BIP language. Each definition represents a flat connector, while the input connector can be hierarchical. Thus, a BIP connector might be represented by more than one connector type definition.
Algorithm 4 Generate connectors for BIP models

```
Input: connector  \rightarrow \text{BIP connector in textual representation}
Output: list_connector_definition  \rightarrow \text{corresponding connector type definitions}

1: TreeNode root = createTree("root", connector)
2: list_connector_definition = ""
3: genConnectorTemplate(root)
4: procedure genConnectorTemplate(TreeNode node)
5:     for child in children do
6:         genConnectorTemplate(child)
7:     end for
8:     if children.size() > 0 then
9:         list_connector_definition += "connector type " + nodeName + "_define("
10:            for i in children.size() do
11:                list_connector_definition += addParameter("Port p" + i)
12:            end for
13:            if nodeName != "root" then
14:                list_connector_definition += "\n export port Port ep()"
15:            end if
16:            list_connector_definition += "\n define "
17:            for i in children.size() do
18:                if children[i].isTrigger() then
19:                    list_connector_definition += "p" + i + ","
20:                else
21:                    list_connector_definition += "p" + i
22:                end if
23:            end for
24:            list_connector_definition += "\n end \n"
25:     end if
26: end procedure
```

In the initial state, we encode the textual representation of the BIP connector to a tree structure (line 1). Each node has `nodeName` property to specify its name and `children` property to describe its child nodes. Consider the BIP connector from input as a tree with a root node (i.e., `nodeName` is “root”), leaf nodes (i.e., `nodeName` is port type), and compound nodes (i.e., `nodeName` is “ci”, where i is the index number). For instance, connector c in Figure 4.7 can be presented as a tree with a root node having a leaf node named `s.act` and a compound node named `c1`. `c1` has two leaf nodes `t.act` and `v.act`. The next step generates the connector type definitions by executing function `genConnectorTemplate()` for the root node (line 3).

The algorithm is first recursively applied to each child node (lines 5-7). If the node under consideration is not a leaf, it is a compound node corresponding to a sub-connector
and is represented by a connector type (lines 8-12). If the `nodeName` is not “root” (i.e., this node is a sub-connector), an export port should be declared to allow that sub-connector to interact with siblings (lines 13-15). An apostrophe after the variable name denotes a trigger in the BIP language (line 19). Finally, from the generated template functions of connectors and the given configuration model defining the port type and corresponding port instances, we generate concrete connectors, which are the combinations of the port’s instances.

![Diagram of Connector c in the tree structure](image.png)

Consider connector $c = (s'.act) - (t'.act) - (v.act)$ in Figure 4.7, let the configuration model $\text{config\_model} = \{s: \{s0, s1\}, t: \{t0, t1\}, v: \{v0\}\}$ specify instances of each class $s$, $t$, $v$. The template of the connector is generated by function $\text{GENCONNECTORTEMPLATE}()$ (line 5 - Algorithm 4) as lines 1-7 in Listing 4.2. Firstly, function $\text{GENCONNECTORTEMPLATE}()$ generates the template for $c1$ (lines 1-4). Then, the connector type $\text{root}$ is generated to connect port $s'.act$ and the export port (ep) of $c1$ (lines 5-8).

Finally, the concrete connectors will be generated as a list of all possible combinations of component instances in the configuration model (lines 13-19). Since connector $c1$ is the sub-connector of connector $c$, it interacts with port instances of “s” through the export port “ep” (lines 16-19).

---

**Listing 4.2: generated BIP connectors in the BIP language for connector c**

```bip
1 connector type connector_c1_define(Port p1, Port p2)
2     export port Port ep()
3     define p1' p2
4 end
5 connector type connector_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
6     define p1' p2
7 end
8 compound type connectorCompound()
9     component t t0, t1
10     component s s0, s1
11     component v v0
12
13     connector connector_c1_define connector_c1_0(t0.act, v0.act)
```
### 4.3.3 Integration of JavaBIP into OCCIware implementation

Following the exogenous approach, the application is implemented with the separation of the computation code and coordination code. The computation codes are Java classes generated by mapping information from the OCCIware design, where:

- Kind and Mixin components in the OCCIware design are the Java classes with the annotation `@ComponentType`.

- Each action in the OCCIware component is a function with annotation `@Transition` labeled by the action’s name from one state to another state or itself.

The coordination code that describes the interaction between the components and the data exchange is the `GlueBuilder` class, which is generated following Section 3.3.4.

In [39], it is shown that the connectors and the set of dual-Horn clauses that they are generated from define the same set of interactions. The textual representations we generate for JavaBIP (GlueBuilder macros) and BIP (connectors) correspond precisely to the dual-Horn clauses and the generated connectors. They are, therefore, also equivalent among themselves. Thus, verification results obtained on the BIP model remain valid for the JavaBIP one.

### 4.4 Evaluation

This section demonstrates how the example specified in Section 4.2 is developed following the process in Figure 4.2. In particular, the process steps are as follows:

- **Step 1.** Create the OCCIware design for the target application.

- **Step 2.** Generate artifacts for verification and implementation.

- **Step 3.** Specify safety properties. Then, use those properties, the BIP model, and the `.inv` file computed from Step 2 as the input for iFinder to verify whether the OCCIware design is deadlock-free.

- **Step 4.** Write concrete code of the generated template Java classes to complete the implementation.
4.4.1 OCCIware design and configuration model

Figure 4.3 presents the OCCIware design of the Monitor-Switch. This Web application illustrates the advantages of the exogenous approach (i.e., ensuring modularity). It consists of different policies for reacting to various events. Our approach allows users to specify those policies as components, and then users can pick ones following the corresponding synchronization constraints.

Four Monitor components (i.e., Monitor, Monitor_2, Monitor_3, and Monitor_4) for adding a database add-on into the current Heroku Dyno, corresponding to scenarios specified in Section 4.2. Component HerokuController is the API invoking a function from HerokuDeployer to create a database add-on.

OCCIware Studio also provides a means to create the configuration model, which consists of concrete instances of components defined in the OCCIware design [131]. For example, Listing 4.3 illustrates the configuration model, where each component has an instance.

```

{ } resource "urn:uuid:256089b1–5d9e–4abd–ba07–a392a929af4e" : monitorswitch.Monitor_2 title "monitor_2"

{ } resource "urn:uuid:92924e87–3871–49e2–96c6–1692d617796" : monitorswitch.Monitor_3 title "monitor_3"

{ } resource "urn:uuid:dcf8234a–38c9–482f–bd2e–1d81de6140c4" : monitorswitch.Monitor_4 title "monitor_4"

{ } resource "urn:uuid:c317123b–4444–5555–6666–77c132bb3f77" : monitorswitch.Switch title "switch"

HerokuController title "herokucontroller"
```

4.4.2 Generated artifacts from the OCCIware design

From the OCCIware design, we generate artifacts that include (1) Java classes with JavaBIP annotations, (2) JavaBIP GlueBuilder specifying the coordinations and data transfers, and (3) the textual representation of BIP connectors. Then, taking the BIP connectors and the configuration model, we generate the (4) BIP model and compute (5) instructions for computing invariants of the target application.

**Java classes with JavaBIP annotations.** Once the OCCIware model is completed, developers can trigger the generation process to generate artifacts in Extension Tooling (Figure 4.2). Extension Connectors contains computation codes with JavaBIP annota-
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tions, while coordination codes are separated and defined in Glue Builder. Listing 4.4 shows a part of the generated Monitor_3 class from the corresponding element in the OCCIware design in Figure 4.3.

- The annotation `ComponentType` defines the component’s name is `Monitor_3` and the initial state of its FSM is `MonitorInit` (line 7).

- Annotations `@Ports` and `@Port` declare the name and type of kind-specific actions (lines 1-5). For example, `receiveRandomNumberRequest` and `resetMonitor` are spontaneous actions, and `sendRandomNumberRequest`, `receiveSwitchConfirm`, `switchServer`, and `addDatabase` are enforceable actions.

- Annotation `@Transition` specifies the event name, source state, target state, and a guard expression. Guard expression of a transition can be a single guard or a set of guards using logical operators: negation ‘!’, the conjunction ‘&’, and disjunction ‘|’. For instance, lines 10-12 depicts a transition labeled `sendRandomNumberRequest` from `RandomNumberRequestReceived` to `SwitchReady`. This transition can be fired if and only if it satisfies the guard “!is_reached_the_threshold”, which means the threshold is not reached.

- `@Guard`: this annotation is used for specifying boolean methods to define conditions to trigger a transition (lines 16 and 19).

- Annotation `@Data` is declared before a non-void method to define data provided by a component to other components. `@Data` can also be used in method parameters (line 20) to represent received data from another one.

Listing 4.4: Monitor_3 class with JavaBIP annotations (cf. the automaton in Figure 4.3)

```java
@Ports({
    @Port(name = "receiveRandomNumberRequest", type = PortType.spontaneous),
    @Port(name = "sendRandomNumberRequest", type = PortType.enforceable),
    @Port(name = "addDatabase", type = PortType.enforceable),
    @Port(name = "switchServer", type = PortType.enforceable),
    @Port(name = "receiveSwitchConfirm", type = PortType.enforceable),
    @Port(name = "resetMonitor", type = PortType.spontaneous)
})
@ComponentType(initial = "MonitorInit", name = "monitorswitch.connector.Monitor_3")
public class Monitor_3 extends HttpServlet{
    @Transitions({
        @Transition(name = "sendRandomNumberRequest", source = "RandomNumberRequestReceived", target = "SwitchReady", guard = "!is_reached_the_threshold"),
    })
```
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```java
public void sendRandomNumberRequest() throws IOException {...
// similarly for the other kind—specific actions

@Guard(name = "is_reached_the_threshold")
public boolean is_reached_the_threshold() {...

@Guard(name="can_add_database_through")
public boolean can_add_database_through(@Data(name="HerokuController2Monitor_3_data") HerokuController HerokuController_ins) {}
```

JavaBIP GlueBuilder and BIP connectors. As shown in Listing 4.1, there are three selected requirements are “switchServer_3”, “switchConfirm_3”, and “addDB_3”. Thanks for the NaturalBIP Compiler (Section 3.3), the selected requirements are parsed and analyzed to compute the JavaBIP macro codes and the data transfers between components. Listing 4.5 shows the generated textual representation of BIP connectors (lines 4, 10, and 16) and JavaBIP GlueBuilder from the selected requirements.

```
public class GlueBuilder_Specification extends GlueBuilder {
  @Override
  public void configure () {
    //switchServer_3: (Switch. switchServer)−(Monitor_3.switchServer)
    port(Switch.class, "switchServer"). requires (Monitor_3.class, "switchServer");
    port(Monitor_3.class, "switchServer"). requires (Switch.class, "switchServer");
    port(Switch.class, "switchServer"). accepts(Monitor_3.class, "switchServer");
    port(Monitor_3.class, "switchServer"). accepts(Switch.class, "switchServer");

    //switchConfirm_3: (Monitor_3.receiveSwitchConfirm)−(Switch.switchConfirm)
    port(Switch.class, "switchConfirm"). requires (Monitor_3.class, "receiveSwitchConfirm");
    port(Monitor_3.class, "receiveSwitchConfirm"). requires (Switch.class, "switchConfirm");
    port(Monitor_3.class, "receiveSwitchConfirm"). accepts(Switch.class, "switchConfirm");
    port(Switch.class, "switchConfirm"). accepts(Monitor_3.class, "receiveSwitchConfirm");

    //addDB_3: (Monitor_3.addDatabase)−(HerokuController.addDatabase)
    port(HerokuController.class, "addDatabase"). requires (Monitor_3.class, "addDatabase");
    port(Monitor_3.class, "addDatabase"). requires (HerokuController.class, "addDatabase");
    port(Monitor_3.class, "addDatabase"). accepts(HerokuController.class, "addDatabase");
    port(HerokuController.class, "addDatabase"). accepts(Monitor_3.class, "addDatabase");
    data(HerokuController.class, "HerokuController2Monitor_3_data").to(Monitor_3.class, "HerokuController2Monitor_3_data");
  }
}
```
BIP model and the instruction for computing invariants. From the OCCIware design (Figure 4.3) and the configuration model (Listing 4.3), we apply the process in Section 4.3.2 to generate the BIP model and compute the instructions. Listing 4.6 illustrates a part of the generated BIP model. Since three requirements specify three synchron connectors, the BIP model contains three definitions of connector (lines 6-14). Based on the configuration model, the compound type declares instances (lines 17-22) and generates concrete connectors (lines 23-25).

Listing 4.6: The generated BIP model

```plaintext
package monitorswitch
port type Port()
atom type Switch()
end

connector type switchServer_3_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
define p1 p2
define p2 p1
end

connector type switchConfirm_3_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
define p1 p2
define p2 p1
end

connector type addDB_3_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
define p1 p2
define p2 p1
end

compound type monitorswitchCompound()

component HerokuController herokucontroller()
component Monitor monitor()
component Switch switch()
component Monitor_2 monitor_2()
component Monitor_3 monitor_3()
component Monitor_4 monitor_4()

connector switchServer_3_root_define switchServer_3_root_0(monitor_3.switchServer, switch.switchServer)
connector switchConfirm_3_root_define switchConfirm_3_root_0(monitor_3.receiveSwitchConfirm, switch.switchConfirm)
connector addDB_3_root_define addDB_3_root_0(monitor_3.addDatabase, herokucontroller.addDatabase)
end
```

Listing 4.7 shows the content of the .inv file, which provides instructions to iFinder to compute invariants of the system, where the components are analyzed using the atom-control method (lines 2-7) and the compound element is analyzed using control-reachability (line 10). Those analysis methods are introduced in Table 2.3).

Listing 4.7: Instructions for computing system’s invariants

```plaintext
# atom control
```
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4.4.3 Verification using iFinder

Listing 4.8 illustrates the properties that must be preserved to keep the application deadlock-free. The property is written in prefix syntax and presents that instance switch is in state SwitchInit, at least one of the instances monitor, monitor_2, monitor_3, and monitor_4 are in state MonitorInit, and instance herokucontroller is in state Init. It means, in a moment, there is one instance of Switch, one instance of HerokuController, and at least one instance of Monitor* in the initial state (line 2). Line 3 describes there is a moment, if instance switch is in state ServerReady, monitor monitor_3 shall add a database (i.e., monitor_3 is in state SwitchReady and instance herokucontroller is in Init).

Listing 4.8: The properties in the .prop file

```
( or
 ( and (= switch_SwitchInit 1) (>= (+ monitor_MonitorInit monitor_2_MonitorInit monitor_3_MonitorInit monitor_4_MonitorInit) 1) (= herokucontroller_Init 1))
 (=> (= switch_ServerReady 1) (and (= monitor_3_SwitchReady 1)) (= herokucontroller_Init 1))
```

Then, the deadlock-free property of the Monitor-Switch design can be verified by executing the following command:

```
ichecker.sh -p monitorswitch -r monitorswitchCompound -i inv_1.inv -s prop_1.pro
```

The verification process loads 1) package model by the argument `-p monitorswitch; 2) instructions for computing invariants of the system by the argument `-i inv_1.inv; and 3) the safety properties by `-s prop_1.pro. After loading those inputs, iFinder generates an SMT model to be checked by Z3. A counter-example is returned if the result is invalid.

Fig. 4.8 shows the verification result. The BIP model is satisfied the property described in the “.prop” file. The verification time is acceptable (i.e., 0.733s).
4.4.4 Implementing and Adapting to changes

The application is ready after implementing the component’s functions as shown in Figure 4.9, where the button “Compute random number” is defined to invoke the ComputeRN microservice to request a random number, and the “Create Database add-on” button is to request HerokuDeployer to invoke addDatabase function. As described in Section 4.2 and Listing 4.1, the Web application is implemented following the policy Monitor_3, which will add database after reaching the fourth request “Compute random number”.

Additionally, when the request number reaches the threshold (i.e., five requests in sequence), the next request will be redirected to another server. Figure 4.10 illustrates this functionality that the “current server” is directed from server “../compute” to server “../compute2”.

Finally, when the developers want to change the policies due to a change in user or system requirements, this can be achieved by simply choosing related annotations in the “MAIN” annotation of “Specification” from the OCCIware model (see Listing 4.1).

4.5 Summary

In the design process, we defined some concepts to specify/update system synchronizations and behavioral constraints in the design. It helps cloud architects adapt quickly to any future system or user requirements change.
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Figure 4.9: The user interface of the Monitor-Switch Web application

Figure 4.10: After the current server reaches the threshold, the subsequent request will be directed to another server

We introduced the concept of the “actiontype” property to specify the type of actions in the OCChware design. We leveraged the FSM specifications of components and the OCChware annotation to write behavioral constraints in NaturalBIP language to generate automatically:

- JavaBIP annotations and macro code for the exogenous coordination of the cloud resource accesses by components at run time.
• The input for the iFinder tool consists of the corresponding BIP model and instructions for computing system invariants.

With the concepts of Specification and OCCIware annotations defined in this section, designers can specify the interactions and data transfers between components and the safety properties that need to be held at run time, thus addressing the **RQ3**.

By integrating JavaBIP into OCCIware, we provided a framework to develop cloud applications following the exogenous approach. This approach reduces the dependency between elements and helps developers quickly adapt to the change in requirements by substituting the appropriate components or adjusting the coordination specification independently. Therefore, addressing the **RQ4**. Furthermore, our approach not only supports OCCIware but can also be applied to other open-source cloud design platforms supporting FSM specifications.
Chapter 5

Experimental Validation

In this chapter, we illustrate the usage of our toolchain for generating artifacts to support cloud developers in designing, validating, verifying, implementing, and deploying cloud applications in the exogenous approach. We introduce the experiment in Section 5.1. Then, Section 5.2 presents the OCCIwareBIP design of the Heroku Deployer microservice consisting of its structure and the specifications using our NaturalBIP language. In Section 5.3, we present the artifacts generated using our NaturalBIP for verifying and implementing the target application. After completing the generated Java template classes, we deploy the application and run it on the Heroku platform. The detail of this process is described in Section 5.5. Finally, we summary this chapter in Section 5.6.

5.1 The overview of Heroku Deployer

*HerokuDeployer* is a microservice for deploying a Web application/microservice automatically on the Heroku platform. *HerokuDeployer* was Simon’s project to demonstrate the application of legacy JavaBIP on the cloud. I extend this project to illustrate the usage of our toolchain in the development of cloud applications following the exogenous approach. The experiment includes:

- *HerokuDeployer*: This microservice is developed following the exogenous approach for automatically deploying the Monitor-Switch Web application on Heroku. It can run on IaaS such as Google Compute or the local machine by calling Heroku APIs and executing Heroku CLI commands through the terminal.

Figure 5.1 shows the overview of the *HerokuDeployer* microservice. The **Dyno** type of the deploying **Heroku Dyno** is set from the two connectors between **HerokuDeployer** and **DynoType** components. Similarly, the region, add-ons, and language of the **Dyno** are specified by connectors from **HerokuDeployer** to **Region** and **Buildpacks** components, respectively. Each language supports a limited set
of add-ons. Thus, there is a diamond arrow (i.e., a trigger connector in BIP) from `setAddonsForLanguage` of `Buildpacks` to `Addons` components. In the same way, a diamond arrow from `setAddonsForRegion` of `Region` to `Addons` components.

- **Monitor-Switch**: As introduced in Chapter 4, this Web application illustrates the advantages of the exogenous approach (i.e., ensuring modularity). It consists of different policies for reacting to various events. Our approach allows users to specify those policies as components, and then users can pick ones following the corresponding synchronization constraints.

  Figure 5.2 presents the overview of the Web application *Monitor-Switch*. There are four `Monitor` components (i.e. `Monitor`, `Monitor_2`, `Monitor_3`, and `Monitor_4`) for adding a database add-on into the current Heroku Dyno, corresponding to scenarios specified in Section 4.2. Component `HerokuController` is the API invoking a function from `HerokuDeployer` to create a database add-on.

- **Compute**: This is a simple microservice generating a random integer number.
5.2 The HerokuDeployer microservice design

To deploy a Web application/microservice on the Heroku platform, end-users directly set the plans, region, and programming language of the Heroku Dyno—a Linux container running programs in response to a user-specified command\(^1\); and choose some add-ons depending on the selected configuration.

5.2.1 The structure of HerokuDeployer

Figure 5.3 provides the OCCIware design of Heroku-Deployer, including:

\(^1\)https://www.heroku.com/dynos
Figure 5.3: The OCCIwareBIP design of *Heroku Deployer*
5.2 The HerokuDeployer microservice design

**HerokuDynoType.** This component is the *Dyno type*\(^2\), which specifies the appropriate plan of the Heroku container (e.g., free, hobby, standard) depending on the project’s size, ranging from demo projects to high-traffic production services.

**HerokuRegion.** Users can deploy Heroku applications across many geographies\(^3\). The regions available to a specific app are determined by whether deployed to the Common Runtime or a Private Space.

**Addons.** Heroku provides add-ons\(^4\), which are fully maintained components, services, or infrastructure provided by a third-party provider or Heroku. In this example, we use four add-ons are:

- *HerokuPostgres*\(^5\) and *HerokuClearDBMySQL*\(^6\): two add-ons for build applications using SQL databases.
- *HerokuScoutAPM*\(^7\) and *HerokuNewRelicAPM*\(^8\): two add-ons for performance monitoring and troubleshooting Web applications.

**HerokuBuildpack.** This component contains a collection of scripts for retrieving dependencies, the generated assets, compiled code, and other information depending on the programming language\(^9\). (The slug compiler\(^10\) assembles this output into a slug. Heroku support for Ruby, Python, Java, Clojure, Node.js, Scala, Go, and PHP is implemented via a set of open-source buildpacks.)

**Deployer.** This component specifies the process of deploying a microservice/Web application on Heroku. Users start choosing the configuration (i.e., DynoType, region, buildpack, add-ons). Then, a Heroku application will be created automatically following the constraints described in the *Specification*.

After choosing the DynoType and region, the Deployer will select the corresponding values through the connections to HerokuDynoType and HerokuRegion. There are some *structural constraints* when selecting add-ons because the available add-ons depend on the region (i.e., HerokuRegion) or the programming language (i.e., HerokuBuildpacks).

\(^2\)https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/dyno-types  
\(^3\)https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/regions  
\(^4\)https://elements.heroku.com/addons  
\(^5\)https://www.heroku.com/postgres  
\(^6\)https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/cleardb  
\(^7\)https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/scout  
\(^8\)https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/newrelic  
\(^9\)https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/buildpacks  
\(^10\)https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/slug-compiler
If users select add-ons not supported in a region or by a language, those add-ons cannot be active. For example:

- HerokuPostgres and HerokuClearDBMySQL do not support the language Gradle. Hence, if the users select the language as Gradle, the two add-ons cannot activate;
- HerokuScoutAPM supports Python, Ruby, and Php;
- HerokuNewRelicAPM does not support Scala, Clojure, Gradle, Go, etc

The behavioral constraint of the deployment is “User can deploy a free Heroku application in US or EU without the definition of language or add-ons.”

### 5.2.2 Writing functional requirements in NaturalBIP language

After determining the components and constraints, we analyze the constraints to have concrete functional requirements. Consider a functionality for choosing a language. We have the following requirements:

- If the user selects Java language, the language in HerokuBuildpack is set as Java through the Deployer.
- When HerokuBuildpack sets the add-ons for Java, the Deployer shall set the add-ons for Java, HerokuPostgres, HerokuClearDBMySQL, and HerokuNewRelicAPM can activate, and HerokuScoutAPM shall not activate.
- When the Deployer sets the add-ons for Java and HerokuPostgres, HerokuClearDBMySQL and HerokuNewRelicAPM can activate, and HerokuScoutAPM shall not activate, HerokuBuildpack shall set the add-ons for Java.
- If the Deployer decides to add HerokuPostgres, HerokuPostgres shall be added with the free plan.

These requirements will be written in our NaturalBIP language as shown in Listing 5.1. There are 105 functional requirements in Appendix 6 for the microservice to automatically deploy the Heroku application. Listing 5.1 shows a part of the whole requirements. In particular, these requirements describe constraints for setting Java as a language when deploying a Heroku Dyno.

Listing 5.1: Requirements for setting Java as language for a Heroku application

```
<annotation id="deployersetJava">There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setJava synchronized with deployer shall setJava.</annotation>

<annotation id="buildpackpostgres1">There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForJava synchronized with postgres shall on.</annotation>
```
5.3 Generating Java artifacts and implementing the Heroku Deployer

Following the process in Section 4.3, our OCCIwareBIP toolchain generates Java classes with JavaBIP annotations and JavaBIP macros from the specified requirements to coordinate the interactions between components.

5.3.1 Artifacts for the verification

As mentioned in Figure 1.2 (Section 3.1), the NaturalBIP Compiler generates BIP connectors from the given functional requirements written in the NaturalBIP language. Listing 5.2 presents some BIP connectors generated from the corresponding requirements in Listing 5.1:

Listing 5.2: The generated BIP connectors for setting Java language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Connector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>((\text{Deployer.setJava}) \rightarrow (\text{HerokuBuildpack.setJava}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>((\text{HerokuBuildpack.setAddonsForJava}) \rightarrow (\text{HerokuPostgres.on}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>((\text{HerokuBuildpack.setAddonsForJava}) \rightarrow (\text{HerokuClearDBMySQL.on}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>((\text{HerokuBuildpack.setAddonsForJava}) \rightarrow (\text{HerokuScoutAPM.off}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>((\text{HerokuBuildpack.setAddonsForJava}) \rightarrow (\text{HerokuNewRelicAPM.on}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>((\text{HerokuBuildpack.setAddonsForJava}) \rightarrow (\text{HerokuScoutAPM.off}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>((\text{HerokuBuildpack.setAddonsForJava}) \rightarrow (\text{HerokuNewRelicAPM.on}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.2 Artifacts for the implementation

In Figure 5.4, the left column shows the package `occideployer` containing Java classes of the Heroku Deployer application. Each class with the ending “Connector” is generated from the corresponding component in the OCCwareBIP design of Heroku Deployer. The canvas shows a part of generated code for the component `Deployer`.

Figure 5.4: Class `DeployerConnector` with generated template code

Class `GlueBuilder_Specification` encodes the coordination between components using the JavaBIP macro. For example, Listing 5.3 illustrates the generated JavaBIP macro for corresponding requirements in Listing 5.1.

Listing 5.3: The generated JavaBIP macro for setting Java language

```java
//--- deployersetJava
@Port(name = "chooseConfig", type = PortType.spontaneous),
  @Port(name = "toAppReady", type = PortType.spontaneous),
  @Port(name = "setUSRegion", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setAddonsForUS", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setAddonsForEU", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setJava", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setScala", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setPython", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setRuby", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setNodejs", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setClojure", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setGradle", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setJvm", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setPhp", type = PortType.enforceable),
  @Port(name = "setGo", type = PortType.enforceable),
```
5.3 Generating Java artifacts and implementing the Heroku Deployer

```java
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava").accepts(HerokuPostgresConnector.java, "on" );
port(HerokuPostgresConnector.class, "on").accepts(HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, "setAddonsForJava ");

//-----buildpackClearDB1
port(HerokuClearDBMySQLConnector.class, "on").requires(HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, " 
setAddonsForJava");
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava"). requires (HerokuClearDBMySQLConnector. 
java, "on");
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava").accepts(HerokuClearDBMySQLConnector. 
java, "on");
port(HerokuClearDBMySQLConnector.class, "on").accepts(HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, " 
setAddonsForJava");

//-----buildpackScout1
port(HerokuScoutConnector.class, "off"). requires (HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, "setAddonsForJava") 
;
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava"). requires (HerokuScoutConnector.java, "off") 
;
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava").accepts(HerokuScoutConnector.java, "off");
port(HerokuScoutConnector.class, "off").accepts(HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, "setAddonsForJava");

//-----buildpackNewRelic1
port(HerokuNewRelicAPMConnector.class, "on").requires(HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, " 
setAddonsForJava");
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava"). requires (HerokuNewRelicAPMConnector. 
java, "on");
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava").accepts(HerokuNewRelicAPMConnector.java, 
"on");
port(HerokuNewRelicAPMConnector.class, "on").accepts(HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, " 
setAddonsForJava");

//-----buildpackdeployer1
port(DeployerConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava"). requires (HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, " 
setAddonsForJava");
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava").accepts(HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, " 
setAddonsForJava");
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava").accepts(HerokuBuildpackConnector.java, " 
setAddonsForJava");

//-----synthesisBuildpack1_1
port(HerokuBuildpackConnector.class, "setAddonsForJava"). requires (DeployerConnector.class, " 
setAddonsForJava", HerokuClearDBMySQLConnector.class, "on", HerokuPostgresConnector.class, "on ", HerokuScoutAPMConnector.class, "off", HerokuNewRelicAPMConnector.class, "on");
```
5.4 Verifying the deadlock-freedom using iFinder

iFinder is a compositional deadlock detection and verification tool for BIP models. Regarding the experiment of Heroku Deployer, the input for running iFinder include:

- `herokudeployer.bip`: This is the BIP model of the HerokuDeployer. This file presents each component as Petri nets (lines 1-13 in Listing 5.4) and defines the connector types between them (lines 15-39) and concrete connectors depending on the component’s instances (lines 43-50).
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Listing 5.4: A part of the generated Heroku Deployer’s BIP model

```bip
atom type HerokuDynoType()
data string occi_core_title
data string occi_core_id
data string occi_core_summary
export port Port reset1()
export port Port sub1()
export port Port sendDynoResponse()
place Init, Free
  initial to Init do {}
on sub1 from Init to Free do {}
on sendDynoResponse from Free to Free do {}
on reset1 from Free to Init do {}
end
...connector type deployersetJava_1_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
  define p1 p2
end
connector type buildpackpostgres1_1_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
  define p1 p2
end
connector type buildpackClearDB1_1_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
  define p1 p2
end
connector type buildpackScout1_1_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
  define p1 p2
end
connector type buildpackNewRelic1_1_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
  define p1 p2
end
connector type buildpackdeployer1_1_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
  define p1’ p2
end
connector type synthesisBuildpack1_1_c00_define(Port p1, Port p2, Port p3, Port p4, Port p5)
  export port Port ep()
  define p1 p2 p3 p4 p5
end
connector type synthesisBuildpack1_1_root_define(Port p1, Port p2)
  define p1’ p2
end
compound type herokudeployerCompound()
...connector deployersetJava_1_root_define deployersetJava_1_root_0(buildpack.setJava, deployer .setJava)
connector buildpackpostgres1_1_root_define buildpackpostgres1_1_root_0(postgres.fon, buildpack.setAddonsForJava)
```
The BIP connector “synthesisBuildpack1_1” is a hierarchical connector with a sub-connector, which is the synchronization of five ports. Thus, this connector is encoded by two connectors in the BIP model, the first one is a rendezvous (i.e., c00), and the latter is the broadcast between the exported port from the sub-connector and a normal port.

- **herokudeployer-scheme.inv**: This file provides instruction to iFinder to compute invariants.

Listing 5.5: The .inv file describes the instruction for computing system’s invariants

```
# atom control
−at HerokuBuildpack −a atom −control
−at Database −a atom −control
−at HerokuClearDBMySQL −a atom −control
−at HerokuDynoType −a atom −control
−at HerokuNewRelicAPM −a atom −control
−at HerokuPostgres −a atom −control
−at HerokuRegion −a atom −control
−at HerokuScoutAPM −a atom −control
−at Monitoring −a atom −control
−at Deployer −a atom −control

# compound control reachability
−ct herokudeployerCompound −a control −reachability
```

As shown in Listing 5.5, there are atomic components including HerokuBuildpack, Database, HerokuClearDBMySQL, HerokuDynoType, HerokuNewRelicAPM, HerokuPostgres, HerokuRegion, HerokuScoutAPM, Monitoring, and Deployer. The compound element is analyzed using control-reachability.

- **herokudeployer-deadlock.pro**: This file describes the property that needs to be held to avoid deadlock situations. As described in Section 5.2.1, we have the
behavioral constraint that “User can deploy a free Heroku application in US or EU without the definition of language or add-ons.”

Listing 5.6: The system’s properties is specified in prefix format

```
(=> (and (= deployer_AppPushed 1) (= dynotype_Free 1) (or (= region_USAddonsSet 1) (= region_EUAddonsSet 1)))
    (and
     (>= (+ postgres_HobbyDev cleardb_Ignite) 0)
     (>= (+ scout_Chair relic_Wayne) 0)
     (>= (+ buildpack_Java buildpack_Scala buildpack_Python buildpack_Ruby buildpack_Nodejs buildpack_Clojure buildpack_Gradle buildpackJvm buildpack_Php buildpack_Go) 0)
    )
)
```

Listing 5.6 illustrates the constraint. The parenthesis in the first line specifies an application is pushed to a free Dyno Type in the US or EU. Lines 2-6 describe that specifying add-ons and languages is not required.

Then, the design is verified whether it satisfies safety properties by executing the following command:

```
ichecker .sh  -p herokudeployer  -r herokudeployerCompound  -i inv_1.inv  -s prop_1.pro
```

The verification process loads 1) package model by the argument `-p herokudeployer`; 2) instructions for computing invariants of the system by the argument `-i inv_1.inv`; and 3) the safety properties by `-s prop_1.pro`. After loading those inputs, `iFinder` generates an SMT model to be checked by Z3. A counter-example is returned if the result is invalid.

Fig. 5.5 shows the verification result. The BIP model is satisfied the property described in the “.prop” file. The verification time is acceptable (i.e., 0.843s) for checking over 105 BIP connectors between 10 components.

### 5.5 Running the experiment

From the generated JavaBIP artifacts, including Java classes with template codes and JavaBIP macro (Section 5.3.2), developers complete codes for template Java classes and then run them with the coordination described in JavaBIP macro. In this running, we use APIs supporting HTTP Get methods to deploy the Monitor-Switch application onto Heroku free container (Dyno) in the US with Heroku Postgres database addon and Java language.

**Deploying.** The deployment starts by calling APIs which use HTTP Get methods. For example, the request `http://localhost:8080/HerokuDemo/BIPDeployerOCCI?req=deploy`
Figure 5.5: The result of the verification using the iFinder tool

region=us&buildpack=jvm&addon=heroku-postgresql&pushApp=true specifies a deploy action to create a free Heroku Dyno in the US with the build pack JVM (Java virtual machine), and the add-on Heroku Postgres. The last parameter (i.e., pushApp) determines whether the Heroku Dyno will be created in the logged-in Heroku account. When the application is deployed, it returns a JSON file describing the information of container name, region, and application URL, as shown in Figure 5.6. In particular, we run it in localhost with

Figure 5.6: The result after deploying the application

```
{"OwnerEmail":"trinhk.vnu@gmail.com","AppName":"whispering-retreat-40514","RegionName":"us","WebUrl":"https://whispering-retreat-40514.herokuapp.com/"}
```

Tomcat 9 and JRE 1.8 for the JavaBIP library. To deploy the Monitor-Switch application on Heroku, we package the project in Figure 5.4 to “HerokuDemo.war” and then use it to deploy the Heroku application.
5.5 Running the experiment

Using the deployed Web application. After deploying the Web application on Heroku, we have a Heroku Dyno named “whispering-retreat-40514” with a free plan with the Heroku Postgres add-on, as shown in Figure 5.7.

Users enter the servlet URL of the corresponding application/microservice to use this application. For instance, when users enter the URL: “whispering−retreat−40514.herokuapp.com/compute”, they send a request to the deployed microservice named compute, the server will return the content in JSON format as Figure 5.8.

Similarly, users can run the Web application Monitor-Switch on this Heroku container by entering the following URL: “whispering−retreat−40514.herokuapp.com/MonitorSwitch” (Figure 5.9). Figure 4.9 also describes the Monitor-Switch application but running on the local machine, while Figure 5.9 shows the running of the Web application on a Heroku container.
This chapter presents the results of our proposal through the development of Heroku Deployer—a microservice to automatically deploy a Web application/microservice on the Heroku platform. Recall that we extend the OCCIware design to be able to specify the coordination between cloud application entities using our NaturalBIP language. We have implemented the NaturalBIP Compiler to generate (1) BIP connectors corresponding to the specification in the NaturalBIP language and (2) JavaBIP macro representing the coordination between entities in Java. The first artifact is then used along the configuration model to generate iFinder’s input for verifying the deadlock freedom. The latter is a part of the implementation.

We have demonstrated the usage of our NaturalBIP language to specify the Heroku Deployer microservice. By providing the NaturalBIP compiler, we save developers time. Instead of learning to write BIP connectors (as shown in Listing 5.2), BIP models (Listing 5.4) for the verification, and JavaBIP macros for the implementation (Listing 5.3) manually, our toolchain supports generating those artifacts automatically from the specifications written in NaturalBIP language (Listing 5.1). Row 1 of Table 5.1 compares the number of lines needs to specify the functionality, which is choosing Java as a language for deploying a Heroku Dyno. Instead of writing 100 lines for specifying the requirement using BIP connectors, writing verification code in the BIP model, and JavaBIP macros in the implementation, users need only 7 lines to specify the requirement in our NaturalBIP language. Row 2 of Table 5.1 illustrates that developers need 105 lines for specifying all the deployment functionalities using our NaturalBIP language instead of 1375 lines for...
Table 5.1: The number of lines for writing the constraints to describe the functionality choose Java language and the whole functionalities in deploying a Web application onto a free Heroku Dyno.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>NaturalBIP specification (number of specifications)</th>
<th>Generated artifacts (lines of code)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BIP connectors</td>
<td>JavaBIP macros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose Java language</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

specifying those functionalities using BIP connectors (105 lines), writing verification code in the BIP model (496 lines)\(^\text{11}\), and JavaBIP macros (774 lines)\(^\text{12}\) in the implementation.

\(^\text{11}\)https://github.com/TrinhLK/GeneratingBIPFile/blob/master/output/herokudeployer.bip

Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we briefly summarize our work on this thesis and present our contributions. Then, we discuss potential future work on developing correct-by-construction self-adaptive cloud applications.

Summary  We have proposed an ontology-driven approach to express functional requirements in Chapter 3. Our main intention is that users unfamiliar with exogenous coordination language can write the specification in a pseudo-natural language. Our methodology generates the artifacts automatically to express the exogenous coordination between components, data transfers, and safety properties. In Chapter 4, we have extended the coordination capability of the OCCware design and generated artifacts for verifying the deadlock-free property of the target application. Our methodology is evaluated through the Heroku Deployer and the Monitor-Switch Web application. The former shows the ability of our methodology to develop a complex application, and the latter illustrates the development of a correct-by-construction cloud application.

Contributions

- The main contribution of this thesis is proposing a methodology and providing tools for developing correct-by-construction self-adaptive cloud applications.

- Our approach is based on the BIP framework, which provides the capability for developing correct-by-construction systems. To reduce the time and cost of learning BIP, we proposed NaturalBIP to help users write functional requirements naturally.

- A tool with NaturalBIP Compiler has been developed. It supports developers in automatically generating JavaBIP macro, data transfers, and safety properties without the help of JavaBIP experts.

- We have extended the OCCware Studio by defining new concepts for writing requirements in our NaturalBIP language and specifying the FSM specification in
more detail. The FSM specification is used to generate computation code in the implementation, and the BIP model for the verification.

**Future work** We discuss the current limitations of our framework and plan future work that could further improve our research on developing correct-by-construction cloud applications.

- The first perspective is validating our ontology for the overall coverage of the cloud domain. Some analysis tools allow evaluating an ontology in both qualitative and quantitative aspects [72, 69, 86, 67, 101, 126], such as the depth of inheritance tree for classes or their ancestor, etc., or identifying potential problems of an ontology. However, no evaluation method can guarantee an ontology is “sound” [109].

- Currently, safety properties for verification are written manually following the form provided by iFinder. This task is not easy for a cloud developer. Thus, a future direction is automatically deriving such properties from the requirements.

- According to the toolchain, we define the concept of “actiontype” in the OCCIware meta-model to describe the transition type (enforceable, spontaneous, or internal), but it’s still not intuitive. Therefore, in the future, there will be some upgrades in the tool to make it more convenient for developers to use. In addition, we will let some cloud developers use our toolchain to evaluate and improve the user experience.

- The implementation quality can be guaranteed in the future by generating test cases from the formal model.

- Our methodology is not limited to OCCIware Studio. It can be applied to any design framework supporting FSM specification. Using our method on other design platforms is also a potential direction.

- In the example of Heroku Deployer, specifying the FSM specification takes time and effort, especially for complex components. Therefore, one of our potential directions is developing algorithms and infrastructure for generating the FSM specification from given execution traces of the system [19, 22, 81].
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Heroku Requirements

- **deployFreeDyno**: There is a HerokuDynoType dynotype, a Deployer deployer, dynotype shall sub1 synchronized with deployer shall setFreeDyno.

- **deployResponse**: There is a HerokuDynoType dynotype, a Deployer deployer, dynotype shall sendDynoResponse synchronized with deployer shall receiveDynoResponse.

- **setUSRegion**: There is a HerokuRegion region, a Deployer deployer, region shall toUS synchronized with deployer shall setUSRegion.

- **setEURegion**: There is a HerokuRegion region, a Deployer deployer, region shall toEU synchronized with deployer shall setEURegion.

- **availableAddons**: There is a HerokuRegion region, there is a HerokuPostgres postgres, there is a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, there is a HerokuScoutAPM scout, there is a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, if region executes setAddonsForEU or region executes setAddonsForUS, postgres shall on or cleardb shall on or scout shall on or newrelic shall on.

- **addonsForUS**: There is a HerokuRegion region, there is a HerokuPostgres postgres, there is a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, there is a HerokuScoutAPM scout, there is a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, there is a Deployer deployer, if postgres executes on and cleardb executes on and scout executes on and newrelic executes on and deployer executes setAddonsForUS, region shall setAddonsForUS.

- **addonsForEU**: There is a HerokuRegion region, there is a HerokuPostgres postgres, there is a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, there is a HerokuScoutAPM scout, there is a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, there is a Deployer deployer, if postgres executes on and cleardb executes on and scout executes on and newrelic executes on and deployer executes setAddonsForEU, region shall setAddonsForEU.

- **setadnsForUS**: There is a HerokuRegion region, a Deployer deployer, if region executes setAddonsForUS, deployer shall setAddonsForUS.
• **setadnsForEU**: There is a HerokuRegion region, a Deployer deployer, if region executes setAddonsForEU, deployer shall setAddonsForEU.

• **deployersetJava**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setJava synchronized with deployer shall setJava.

• **deployersetScala**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setScala synchronized with deployer shall setScala.

• **deployersetPython**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setPython synchronized with deployer shall setPython.

• **deployersetRuby**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setRuby synchronized with deployer shall setRuby.

• **deployersetNodejs**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setNodejs synchronized with deployer shall setNodejs.

• **deployersetClojure**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setClojure synchronized with deployer shall setClojure.

• **deployersetGradle**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setGradle synchronized with deployer shall setGradle.

• **deployersetJvm**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setJvm synchronized with deployer shall setJvm.

• **deployersetPhP**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setPhP synchronized with deployer shall setPhP.

• **deployersetGo**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, buildpack shall setGo synchronized with deployer shall setGo.

• **buildpackpostgres1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForJava synchronized with postgres shall on.

• **buildpackpostgres2**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForScala synchronized with postgres shall on.

• **buildpackpostgres3**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForPython synchronized with postgres shall on.

• **buildpackpostgres4**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForRuby synchronized with postgres shall on.
- **buildpackpostgres5**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForNodejs synchronized with postgres shall on.
- **buildpackpostgres6**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForClojure synchronized with postgres shall on.
- **buildpackpostgres7**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForGradle synchronized with postgres shall off.
- **buildpackpostgres8**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForJvm synchronized with postgres shall on.
- **buildpackpostgres9**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForPhp synchronized with postgres shall on.
- **buildpackpostgresm1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuPostgres postgres, buildpack shall setAddonsForGo synchronized with postgres shall on.
- **buildpackClearDB1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDB-MySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForJava synchronized with cleardb shall on.
- **buildpackClearDB2**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDB-MySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForScala synchronized with cleardb shall on.
- **buildpackClearDB3**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDB-MySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForPython synchronized with cleardb shall on.
- **buildpackClearDB4**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDB-MySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForRuby synchronized with cleardb shall on.
- **buildpackClearDB5**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDB-MySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForNodejs synchronized with cleardb shall on.
- **buildpackClearDB6**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDB-MySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForClojure synchronized with cleardb shall on.
- **buildpackClearDB7**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDB-MySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForGradle synchronized with cleardb shall off.
• **buildpackClearDB8**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForJvm synchronized with cleardb shall on.

• **buildpackClearDB9**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForPhp synchronized with cleardb shall on.

• **buildpackClearDBm1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, buildpack shall setAddonsForGo synchronized with cleardb shall on.

• **buildpackScout1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForJava synchronized with scout shall off.

• **buildpackScout2**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForScala synchronized with scout shall off.

• **buildpackScout3**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForPython synchronized with scout shall on.

• **buildpackScout4**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForRuby synchronized with scout shall on.

• **buildpackScout5**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForNodejs synchronized with scout shall off.

• **buildpackScout6**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForClojure synchronized with scout shall off.

• **buildpackScout7**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForGradle synchronized with scout shall off.

• **buildpackScout8**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForJvm synchronized with scout shall off.

• **buildpackScout9**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForPhp synchronized with scout shall on.

• **buildpackScoutm1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, buildpack shall setAddonsForGo synchronized with scout shall off.

• **buildpackNewRelic1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForJava synchronized with newrelic shall on.
• **buildpackNewRelic2**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForScala synchronized with newrelic shall off.

• **buildpackNewRelic3**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForPython synchronized with newrelic shall on.

• **buildpackNewRelic4**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForRuby synchronized with newrelic shall on.

• **buildpackNewRelic5**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForNodejs synchronized with newrelic shall on.

• **buildpackNewRelic6**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForClojure synchronized with newrelic shall off.

• **buildpackNewRelic7**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForGradle synchronized with newrelic shall off.

• **buildpackNewRelic8**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForJvm synchronized with newrelic shall on.

• **buildpackNewRelic9**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForPhp synchronized with newrelic shall on.

• **buildpackNewRelicm1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, buildpack shall setAddonsForGo synchronized with newrelic shall off.

• **synthesisBuildpack1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForJava and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes off and newrelic executes on, buildpack shall setAddonsForJava.
• **synthesisBuildpack2**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewReli-
cAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuCle-
arDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForScala
and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes off and
newrelic executes off, buildpack shall setAddonsForScala.

• **synthesisBuildpack3**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewReli-
cAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a Heroku-
ClearDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsFor-
Python and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes on
and newrelic executes on, buildpack shall setAddonsForPython.

• **synthesisBuildpack4**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewReli-
cAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuCle-
arDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForRuby
and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes on and
newrelic executes on, buildpack shall setAddonsForRuby.

• **synthesisBuildpack5**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewReli-
cAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuCle-
arDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForNodejs
and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes off and
newrelic executes off, buildpack shall setAddonsForNodejs.

• **synthesisBuildpack6**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewReli-
cAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuCle-
arDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForClojure
and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes off and
newrelic executes off, buildpack shall setAddonsForClojure.

• **synthesisBuildpack7**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewReli-
cAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuCle-
arDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForGradle
and cleardb executes off and postgres executes off and scout executes off and
newrelic executes off, buildpack shall setAddonsForGradle.

• **synthesisBuildpack8**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewReli-
cAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuCle-
arDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForJvm
and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes off and
newrelic executes on, buildpack shall setAddonsForJvm.
• **synthesisBuildpack9**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuClearDBMySQl cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForPhp and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes on and newrelic executes on, buildpack shall setAddonsForPhp.

• **synthesisBuildpackm1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, a HerokuPostgres postgres, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a HerokuClearDBMySQl cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes setAddonsForGo and cleardb executes on and postgres executes on and scout executes off and newrelic executes off, buildpack shall setAddonsForGo.

• **buildpackdeployer1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForJava, deployer shall setAddonsForJava.

• **buildpackdeployer2**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForScala, deployer shall setAddonsForScala.

• **buildpackdeployer3**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForPython, deployer shall setAddonsForPython.

• **buildpackdeployer4**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForRuby, deployer shall setAddonsForRuby.

• **buildpackdeployer5**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForNodejs, deployer shall setAddonsForNodejs.

• **buildpackdeployer6**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForClojure, deployer shall setAddonsForClojure.

• **buildpackdeployer7**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForGradle, deployer shall setAddonsForGradle.

• **buildpackdeployer8**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForJvm, deployer shall setAddonsForJvm.

• **buildpackdeployer9**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForPhp, deployer shall setAddonsForPhp.

• **buildpackdeployerm1**: There is a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, a Deployer deployer, if buildpack executes setAddonsForGo, deployer shall setAddonsForGo.

• **deployFreeAddon1**: There is a HerokuPostgres postgres, a Deployer deployer, if postgres executes sendAddonResponse, deployer shall receiveAddonResponse.
• **deployFreeAddon2**: There is a HerokuPostgres postgres, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes addHerokuPostgres, postgres shall sub1.

• **deployFreeAddon3**: There is a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes addClearDBMySQL, cleardb shall sub1.

• **deployFreeAddon4**: There is a HerokuScoutAPM scout, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes addScoutAPM, scout shall sub1.

• **deployFreeAddon5**: There is a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, a Deployer deployer, if deployer executes addNewRelicAPM, newrelic shall sub1.

• **resetSetup1**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuDynoType dynotype, if deployer executes resetAll, dynotype shall reset.

• **resetSetup2**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuRegion region, if deployer executes resetAll, region shall USreset.

• **resetSetup3**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuRegion region, if deployer executes resetAll, region shall EUreset.

• **resetSetup4**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removeJava.

• **resetSetup5**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removeScala.

• **resetSetup6**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removeJvm.

• **resetSetup7**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removePython.

• **resetSetup8**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removeRuby.

• **resetSetup9**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removeNodejs.

• **resetSetupm1**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removeClojure.

• **resetSetupm2**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removeGradle.
• **resetSetupm3**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removePhp.

• **resetSetupm4**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuBuildpack buildpack, if deployer executes resetAll, buildpack shall removeGo.

• **resetAddon1**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuPostgres postgres, if deployer executes resetAll, postgres shall reset.

• **resetAddon2**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuPostgres postgres, if deployer executes resetAll, postgres shall off.

• **resetAddon3**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, if deployer executes resetAll, cleardb shall reset.

• **resetAddon4**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuClearDBMySQL cleardb, if deployer executes resetAll, cleardb shall off.

• **resetAddon5**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, if deployer executes resetAll, scout shall reset.

• **resetAddon6**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuScoutAPM scout, if deployer executes resetAll, scout shall off.

• **resetAddon7**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, if deployer executes resetAll, newrelic shall reset.

• **resetAddon8**: There is a Deployer deployer, a HerokuNewRelicAPM newrelic, if deployer executes resetAll, newrelic shall off.